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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
This report is a summary of work accomplished under a series of
study tasks (Refs. 1-4) for the Flying Qualities and Flight Control Sys-
tems Design Criteria Experiment (OFQ) of the Shuttle Orbiter Experiments
Program (OEX). The major tasks have involved review of applicability of
existing flying quality and flight control system specification and cri-
teria for the Shuttle; identification of potentially crucial flying
quality deficiencies; dynamic modeling of the Shuttle Orbiter pilot/
vehicle system in the terminal flight phases; devising a non-lntruslve
experimental program for extraction and identification of vehicle dynam-
ics, pilot control strategy, and approach and landing performance met-
rics; and preparation of an OEX approach to produce a data archive and
optimize use of the data to develop flying qualities criteria for future
space Shuttle craft in general.
The detailed accomplishments of the various task segments have been
documented in Refs. I-4. But due to some of the dead ends and twists
and turns of this study and other related research, it is somewhat dif-
ficult to follow a given topic through the four documents. Thus, this
report and a companion document (Ref. 5) provide a (hopefully) more com-
prehensible summary of key results from the program. This report con-
centrates on analytic modeling of the Orbiter unconventional closed-loop
dynamics in landing, modeling pilot control strategies, verification of
vehicle dynamics and pilot control strategy from flight data, review of
various existent or proposed aircraft flying quality parameters and cri-
teria in comparison with the unique dynamic characteristics, and control
aspects of the Shuttle in landing; and finally a summary of conclusions
and recommendations for developing flying quality criteria and design
guides for future Shuttle craft. The Ref. 5 companion document presents
the proposed organization and means of implementing a flying quality
data archive, and a system for experimenter access to and analysis of
archival data.
At the outset of this flying quality and flight control system cri-
teria assessment, which was initiated prior to the first Orbiter entry
and landing, a number of potential problem areas were identified. These
were based to some extent on uncertainties in vehicle aerodynamics, the
recognized unusual vehicle dynamic and control properties as compared to
conventional aircraft, the anticipated high pilot workload in achieving
an acceptable solution to the manual terminal control problem in landing
a large glider on a runway, allowance for possible failures in the vehi-
cle electronic/hydraulic control system, etc. These and other uncer-
tainties and potential problem areas were examined and prioritized in
Ref. I. A number of these were subsequently eliminated from further
consideration after a few highly successful landings. Some have not yet
had the opportunity to be exposed (e.g., possible control surface rate
limiting due to APU failure, and subsequent reduced hydraulic power sup-
ply). Others involving longitudinal attitude and path control in the
final approach and landing flare have been reinforced by the first few
flights and are the main focus of this report.
In Section II the Shuttle landing task and vehicle dynamics are
developed. Kinematics of the steep glide, preflare, shallow glide, and
final flare are described along with ground and cockpit aids to manual
path control. The Shuttle Orbiter longitudinal dynamics and flight con-
trol system characteristics are developed to demonstrate the unusual or
non-conventional attitude and path response nature of this superaug-
mented vehicle. Finally, the effective pitch dynamics of the Orbiter in
the landing phase are identified from flight data, and are shown to be
essentially as predicted by quasi-linearized analytic models.
Section III is devoted to prediction and verification of the manual
control loop structure, and the influence of different flare strategies
in landing. Flight traces are examined for six landings and, with the
aid of altitude vs. sink rate phase plane (hodograph) analysis, pilot
adopted control strategies and techniques are identified. Final flare
strategies are found to run the gamut from highly skilled, precisely
timed, single control pulse, precognitive (almost open-loop) step atti-
tude change to an almost continuous input exponential flare via tight
pitch attitude control proportional to altitude decay. The latter
closely approximates an ideal exponential flare in which sink rate is
inversely proportional to altitude. Despite the differing strategies
and control techniques, values for key flight path and touchdown parame-
ters extracted from the flight data indicate the pilot's concern for
touchdown sink rate and velocity as opposed to runway position.
A review of flying quality criteria relevant to pitch attitude and
flight path control is presented in Section IV. It is shown that air-
craft responses and criteria derived from conventional fighter aircraft
are not generally applicable to large superaugmented aircraft such as
the Shuttle. More appropriate pitch rate response and time delay cri-
teria are suggested. Problems with pitch rate command/attitude hold
(RCAH) control in the landing flare as opposed to attitude command/
attitude hold (ACAH)are addressed, and the preference for the latter
noted. Possible influence of the pilot's control manipulator configura-
tion on the preference for ACAHover RCAHis also explored along with
some preliminary design guide considerations for Shuttle-like wrist
action manipulators.
Recommendationsfor future Shuttle craft flying qualities criteria
and/or further experimentation are summarizedin Section V.
SECTION II
SHUTTLE LANDING TASK AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
In Section II the Shuttle landing task and vehicle dynamics are
developed. Kinematics of the steep glide, preflare, shallow glide, and
final flare are described along with ground and cockpit aids to manual
path control. The Shuttle Orbiter longitudinal dynamics and flight con-
trol system characteristics are developed to demonstrate the unusual or
non-conventlonal attitude and path response nature of this superaug-
mented vehicle. Finally, the effective pitch dynamics of the Orbiter in
the landing phase are identified from flight data, and are shown to be
essentially as predicted by quasi-linearized analytic models.
A. LANDING TASK AND LANDINGAIDS
I. Shuttle Return from Orblt
As in almost all aspects of its design, the space shuttle has been a
pioneering vehicle in the discipline of flight control. As the first
vehicle to return from orbit and operate and land as an aircraft, the
shuttle provided its flight control designers with a formidable chal-
lenge. The complexity of the problem derived basically from the wide
range of flight conditions, altitude, Mach number, and dynamic pressures
in the entry. These requirements have resulted in a sophisticated digi-
tal flight control system, which employs both reaction jets and aero-
dynamic surfaces. Further, both automatic guidance and human pilots are
essential elements in the system.
Guidance and control in the return from orbit involves three phases
which are reflected in the basic mode selection logic of the flight con-
trol system (FCS). These are: entry, terminal area energy management
(TAEM), and the approach and landing phase. Because the shuttle is a
glider, energy management is a dominant concern in all three phases.
The basic guidance activity in the entry phase involves modulation of a
series of S-turns to keep the shuttle's total energy within the allowed
"window." The TAEMphase begins at about 80,000 ft and the major
maneuver here is the Heading Alignment Cylinder (HAC) turn. The two
HACsare imaginary cylinders (see Fig. I) tangent to a vertical plane
through the runway centerline. The shuttle may enter a HACfrom any
direction and then fly around its surface until the runway heading is
reached. At this point the approach and landing phase begins. Thus,
the major guidance activity in the TAEMis adjustment of the HAC
diameter to put the shuttle within the correct energy window at the
start of the approach and landing phase.
There have been challenging FCS design problems over the entire
return from orbit (Ref. 6). Interestingly though, llke many aircraft
before, the primary flying qualities concerns have been in the landing
phase; primarily in the final flare in the last few feet before touch-
down. To paraphrase an astronaut/pilot: the importance of flying qual-
ities in the shuttle is inversely proportional to altitude. These
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concerns existed before the first Orbiter Flight Test (OFT) flight, par-
ticularly after the PIO incident which occurred in the fifth Approach
and Landing Test (ALT) flight (Ref. 7). Despite these concerns and a
general recognition that the shuttle has unconventional handling qual-
ities, the shuttle has now made a large number of successful manual
landings. Furthermore, autoland flight testing, which was to have been
a major activity from OFTflight STS-3 on, has now been long postponed
while confidence in manual landings has grown.
Because of the particular importance of the landing for shuttle
flight control system design and flying qualities, and the implications
for other advanced "superaugmented" aircraft, this report will focus on
the landing phase. Since the approach and landing is fundamentally a
longitudinal maneuverand because of important unconventional aspects of
the shuttle longitudinal dynamics and pitch control system, this report
will further concentrate on longitudinal dynamics and control.
The basic technique for landing the shuttle as a glider was evolved
over manyyears of experimentation with lifting body research aircraft.
The maneuver basically consists of a steep "outer" glide followed by a
pull-up to a shallow inner glide slope.
2. The Landing Task
Figure 2a shows a nominal trajectory for the Orbiter approach and
landing. This reference trajectory is based on considerations of basic
flight mechanics (Ref. 2) and autoland system design data (Ref. 8).
While actual trajectories will vary of course depending on pilot tech-
nique, disturbances, etc., Fig. 2 will serve as a reference for develop-
ments to follow.
The approach and landing phase begins with capture of the steep
glide slope shortly after leveling the wings following the HAC turn --
nominally at 15,000 ft altitude and approximately 40,000 ft from the
runway threshold. The primary purpose of the steep glide slope is to
set up and stabilize the vehicle on a constant equivalent airspeed
(i.e., constant dynamic pressure). The steep flight path angle is
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selected such that the gravity component balances the drag. Precise
control of airspeed is then achieved through modulation of the speed
brakes. Figure 2b shows the nominal airspeed variation. While the
equivalent airspeed remains essentially constant during the equilibrium
glide, true airspeed decreases due to variation of atmospheric density
with altitude (Ref. 2). Thus, adjustment of the airspeed on the outer
glide slope with modulation of the speed brakes is the final major
energy management operation before touchdown. At the end of the steep
glide, the speed brakes are fixed and no further active energy manage-
ment is performed.
At an altitude of approximately 1700 ft, a preflare pull-up maneuver
is initiated which "circularizes" the trajectory. The pull-up is termi-
nated when the flight path angle matches that for the shallow glide
slope -- nominally -1.5 deg. Speed change during the preflare pull-up
is very slow until the flight path angle departs significantly from the
equilibrium value, therefore, the pull-up may be considered a constant
speed maneuver to a first approximation.
3. Shallow Glide and Final Flare
In principal, the preflare pull-up is followed by the ¥ = -1.5 deg
shallow glide on the inner glide slope down to a final flare for touch-
down. As noted previously, this final phase has been the focus of the
greatest controversy concerning shuttle longitudinal FCS design, flying
qualities, and design criteria. Further (as will be discussed in Sec-
tion III) there has been considerable variation in pilot technique for
this maneuver. However, some important points can be noted here about
the flight mechanics of this maneuver, which will serve as a departure
point for examination of manual control in Section III.
Beginning with the lift and drag equations
mV_ = - mg cos _ + L (la)
mV = - mg sin y - D (Ib)
and the simple aerodynamic model of Fig. 3 and noting that _ is a small
angle during the shallow glide, the approximate rate of change of speed
is
_- - gy - _SCD/m (2)
While the details of elevon deflection and normal acceleration will vary
depending on pilot technique, the increments in llft and drag due to
elevon will be negligible and the pilot will use only small changes in
normal acceleration to accomplish the final flare. That is
mV{ << L or mg cos y (3)
Thus
CD
- -_og - g _ L
= a + bV 2 + cV-2
(4)
where the (constant) coefficients are
a = -Yog
b _ -- J
gCDoP
2W/S
(parasite drag)
-2gCDLW/S
c - (induced drag)
P
Equation 4 may be examined from Fig. 4 which indicates that the dominant
(CD/CL) term is roughly constant over the shallow glide. Thus, regard-
less of pilot technique, the shuttle will decelerate at a roughly con-
stant I/3 to I/4 of a "g" as indicated in Fig. 2b.
Strictly speaking, this implies that the shuttle dynamics are time
varying in the shallow glide. However, the variation on pitch and path
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Figure 4. Typical Relative Contribution of Parasite
and Induced Drag to Deceleration
response poles and zeros are small and, as will be discussed in Sec-
tion II-B, the scheduling of the pitch rate to elevon feedback gain is
such as to cancel the effect at least in the dominant mode. Thus, the
primary effect on pilot technique of the shuttle being a decelerating
glider (rather than a conventional transport aircraft) is that the pilot
has a finite tlme window in which he must touchdown to avoid exceeding
maximum or minimum touchdown speed limits. An analysis of the effects
of thls constraint on shuttle pilot's landing strategy is presented in
Appendix A of Ref. 4. Operational experience wlth the shuttle implies
that while this constraint exists for the shuttle in distinction with
conventional aircraft, it is not "tight" enough to have caused problems
to date.
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4. Ground Aids for Flight Path Control
Ground aids for manual control of approach and landing have been
steadily improved as the program progressed (Ref. 9). For the first few
flights the principal ground aids consisted of steep and shallow glide
aim markers on the lakebed at Edwards Air Force Base. Two aim markers
were provided for the steep glide, one at 7500 ft before the runway
threshold for nominal energy approaches and one at 6500 ft in case the
shuttle should be at a low energy level. The shallow glide slope aim
point is I000 ft beyond the runway threshold.
An additional ground aid for the later portion of the preflare pull-
up and shallow glide was then added (Fig. 5). This consisted of a clus-
ter of very high intensity white lights mounted on a pole on the left
side of the runway near the runway threshold and a row of similar red
lights, also on the left side but perpendicular to the runway at the
shallow glide aim point. The height of the pole was selected so that a
1.5 deg glide slope is defined when the white light is superimposed on
the red row of lights. This is called the ball-bar aid and is similar
in function to the fresnel lens optical landing aid employed on aircraft
carriers.
With this ball-bar system, if the white ball appears to be below the
red bar, the vehicle is high or on a steeper glide. If the ball is
above the bar the vehicle is below the desired 1.5 deg glide slope.
Thus, this system provides a reference to guide the pilot to the correct
termination of the preflare maneuver and to maintain the proper shallow
glide in manually controlled flight. It also provides a means of moni-
toring guidance and control performance for fully automatic landings.
Yet another ground based optical aid for the steep glide slope was
added following Mission 5. This consists of red and white high inten-
sity lights located at the steep glide aim point. These are aimed
upward at differing angles such that specific glide slopes are defined
by the number of red and white lights visible. This is called the Pre-
cision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) and is represented in Fig. 6. The
aircraft is on the correct 19 deg steep glide path when the crew can see
two white and two red lights.
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Figure 6. Steep Glide Precision Approach Path
Indicator (PAPI) Ground Aid
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S. ¢ockplC Display Aids
The primary change in the Orbiter vehicle occurred for STS-6 and -7
in which the "flight test" vehicle Columbia was replaced by the
"operational" vehicle Challenger. Although there were no significant
flight control system changes affecting the final approach and landing,
the Challenger did introduce the head-up display (HUD).
For the first five landings the principal onboard longitudinal path
and energy references were head down instruments: a flight path flight
director and airspeed and altimeter indicators for the steep glide
(energy management setup) phase; a pitch rate indicator and g-meter for
preflare; and airspeed and altitude indicators for shallow glide and
final flare. These were supported at all times by pitch attitude dis-
play for inner loop control and out the window ground aim point refer-
ences for path guidance.
One of the original intended uses of the HUD was an adjunct to the
autoland system. The HUD was to provide an initial check on guidance
system accuracy at this terminal phase, to inform the crew when the
approach path variables were within tolerances for engagement of the
autoland, and then to help monitor performance of the autoland through
approach and landing to flare (Ref. i0). The HUD (Fig. 7a) provided a
computer generated runway symbol which initially informs the crew that
the guidance computer speed, distance, etc. are good via the runway sym-
bol being superimposed over the actual runway. A runway extended cen-
terline with an outer glide slope (OGS) aim point was also presented.
Other information displayed included: velocity vector, flight path
angle reference, altitude, airspeed, speedbrake command and actual posi-
tion, and the pitch and roll ladder.
It appears this was the basic HUD for STS-6 and -7. However, this
configuration provided so much information that "declutter" provisions
were included for STS-8 and future flights (Ref. 9) to allow elimination
of undesired or unnecessary data and symbology clutter as various phases
of approach and landing are completed.
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Per Ref. 9, the symbology configuration of Fig. 7a would now be
selected upon exiting the HAC for getting set up on the steep glide
(OGS) path. Figure 7a depicts the vehicle approaching the OGS. When
actually on the OGS almpolnt, the velocity vector symbol and PAPI light
(out the window) would be superimposed and bracketed by the glide slope
reference markers. The first declutter would then be selected to remove
the runway symbology. This reduces the display to that of Fig. 7b.
Just before preflare (1850 ft altitude) a second set of path refer-
ence markers come into play and move up from the bottom of the display.
When these reach the OGS reference it signals the start of preflare.
One set of path markers then continues to move up while the second set
disappears (Ref. I0). This signifies the proper altitude and airspeed
to initiate transition. The pilot then flies the velocity vector symbol
to the path reference markers as they continue to move up the display.
Preflare ends when the markers stop moving. The velocity vector should
then be directed at the close end of the runway or between the close end
and the shallow glide aim point. At this juncture the shallow glide
ground aid should also signify a 1.5 deg glide slope. The pilot should
then accomplish a second declutter (Fig. 7c) and keep the velocity
vector symbol and ground glide slope reference steady until reaching the
desired flare altitude.
As a result of these various ground and onboard landing aids being
operational with successive flights, the control strategies (path con-
trol loop structure, gains, etc.), and hence workload for preflare and
shallow glide would be expected to vary somewhat from flight-to-flight.
This will be quite apparent in the later detailed analysis of the STS-2
through -7 landings. It might also be expected that path and landing
performance should come closer to ideal or target values and become more
uniform with each flight. Only the final flare has remained essentially
the same unaided task for all landings. [An exception is HUD direct
display of altitude and airspeed information on STS-6 and -7 in place of
verbal callouts on previous flights.]
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B. SHUTTLE LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS AND
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
I. FCS Pltch Channel
Perhaps the most important aerodynamic consideration for longitudi-
nal flight control in landing is the relaxed static stability
condition. Figure 8 shows a representative (flexible) longitudinal
stability plot with the relevant CL and _e ranges indicated for the
landing. It may be seen that flexibility effects are negligible and
that the static margin is:
dCM .
-- = 3.7%c unstable
dC L
The maneuver margin is:
dCM pS_
dCL 4m CMq _ 0.9%c unstable
The primary effect of relaxed static stability is the degeneration
of the normally complex short period mode into two real roots. When the
static margin becomes unstable, one of the real roots II/Tsp2) becomes
divergent (3 DOF model, Ref. ii). This may be seen in a typical quasi-
steady shuttle approach condition (h = 2420 ft, Uo = 190 KEAS, q =
122 psf). The airframe-alone three degrees-of-freedom pitch transfer
function is (Ref. 12):
Ass II/T81) II/Te2)
= [i/TSPl J il/TsP2 J [_ ,_ ]
-0.92(0)(0.036)(0.54)
(0.85)(-0.17)[0.42, 0.016]
de_/sec
deg
(5)*
_2].
*Transfer function notation: (a) E (s + a); [_,_] E [s2 + 2_ +
AS, etc. are high frequency gains.
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A basic function of the shuttle FCS is stabilization of the diver-
gent, real short-period root II/Tsp 2 = -0.17). This is accomplished
through the FCS pitch channel shown in simplified linearlzed form in
Fig. 9 for the Orbiter Flight Test (OFT) vehicle. Several of the gains
and filter time constants are scheduled, but are shown for the flight
condition corresponding to Eq. 5. Stabilization of the aircraft
requires forward loop integration (to cancel the free s in Eq. 5). In
the shuttle, this is provided by the _e + 6c inner loop through the
flrst-order "ELFBK" filter. With the inner loop closed:
6cc6--e-e • 6s s+ we') Gf(s) (6)
where _e is fixed at 1.5 rad/sec below Math 3, and the (inner) forward
loop transfer function, Gf, is composed of the high frequency bending
and smoothing filters, actuator, and computational delay terms:
0.373[0.02; 32.75] 36.02
Gf(s) = ×[0.4; 20.7] [0.7; 36.0]
20
×_ x e-0.0455s
e-(0.0388 + 0.0397 + 0.05 + 0.0455)8 (7)
= e-0. 174s for ISl << 20 rad/sec
Feeding back pitch rate in the outer loop through this effective
proportlonal/integral equalization provides an effective q, fq + 6e sys-
tem. The outer loop closure system survey in Fig. I0 reveals that the
gain Kq = 1.425 deg/deg/sec, is sufficient to drive the short-perlod
roots into the attitude zeros II/T01)II/T02 ) as shown by root loci 1 and
3. Closed-loop roots are shown by the symbol | . The augmented phu-
gold, [_, _], then becomes the dominant closed-loop mode. A literal
approximate expression for the closed-loop q/qc transfer function may be
19
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derived from Bode asymptote approximation in the crossover
(Ret. I) as
- Ts
Kl(I/Tq)e5__ •
qc [_, _]
[(I/2)_-M6eKq/_ e, 4-M_eKq_ e ]
1.31(l.5)e-0.174s
[0.468, 1.40]
where
M_e = pU2ScCm_e/21y
region
(Sa)
(8b)
(8c)
2. Superaugmentation
The foregoing is a prototyplcal example of a "superaugmented" longi-
tudinal flight control system. The literal approximations of Eq. 8 are
made primarily for insight into the dominant parameters and effects, and
have been generalized as part of a detailed examination of superaugmen-
tation design issues in Refs. II, 13. Some of these issues will be
briefly reviewed here as they relate specifically to the shuttle, and as
a starting point for discussion of manual control in landing (Sec-
tion III), and FCS design criteria (Section IV).
"Superaugmented" aircraft are an important subclass of actively con-
trolled hlghly-augmented aircraft. In Refs. 11 and 13, the term super-
augmented is applied to aircraft which:
• are statically unstable without augmentation,
• have a degree of pitch attitude stability with
respect to inertial space (as opposed to weather-
cock stability) which is provided by the flight
control system, and
22
have commandresponse characteristics which are
largely independent of the basic airframe aero-
dynamic stability derivatives except for pitch
control effectiveness.
In this usage an unstable aircraft stabilized with a high gain _ + _e
feedback would be considered "conventional" and not be termed superaug-
mented. SuperaugmentedFCS designs are defined by the feedback loops
which establish the dominant poles. However, for a given feedback loop
structure the response to commandcan vary widely depending on the char-
acteristics of any commandpath filter, Gi in Fig. 11.
To a much greater extent than in past aircraft designs, the basic
issues of FCS stability, robustness, dominant modes, and disturbance
rejection for superaugmentedaircraft can be separated from the flying
qualities issues associated with response to command. The first group
of issues is associated with the closure of the pitch rate (or alterna-
tive) loop and is essentially set by defining just 2 parameters -- the
crossover frequency and Tq. Once the basic pitch loop bandwidth is set,
the commandresponse/flying qualities issues becomelargely a matter of
determining the appropriate commandpath filter characteristics, Gi (at
least for single longitudinal control point aircraft). However, there
are issues for superaugmentedaircraft design which are intimately con-
nected to both basic stability and response to command. The primary
examples are nonlinear effects, in particular control surface rate and
position limiting.
Thus in the following, consideration of the dominant modeand sta-
bility will be distinguished from response to command. This is done
because even though the shuttle has the simplest possible effective
command path transfer function, G i _ constant (neglecting the effect of
the PIO filter, Ref. 7), more complex Gi's are relevant to current
research in superaugmentation and possible design criteria for future
shuttle craft.
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3. Closure of the Pitch Rate Loop
There are a variety of specific FCS feedback architectures which
could be used in a superaugmented design. Some of these are reviewed in
Ref. II. For the shuttle and many other modern aircraft, an equalized
q + _e loop based on use of rate gyros has great appeal. This comes
from considerations such as simplification of redundancy management,
freedom from measurement noise in aerodynamic sensors, etc. (see
Ref. II). Once a q + _e structure is selected, equalization require-
ments may be established. To stabilize the unstable I/Tsp 2 root, for-
ward loop integration is required as noted previously to cancel the free
s in the pitch numerator. This is equivalent to stabilizing the vehicle
by creating an artificial "pitching moment due to pitch attitude" sta-
bility derivative.
When the forward loop integrator is inserted, the open-loop q/q
transfer function is
_i_ • K
qc s2
at frequencies above the upper range of the aircraft rigid body dynam-
ics (I/Tsp in Fig. I0). If a lead (s + I/Tq) is introduced to complete
I
the equalization indicated in Fig. II, then a region of "K/s" (high fre-
quency asymptote in Fig. I0) is created in which the pitch loop can be
readily closed.
In this superaugmented approach, system design is basically a selec-
tion of two parameters -- the I/Tq lead (_e in the "ELFBK" filter in
Fig. 9), and the crossover frequency _c (equivalently the loop gain --
"GDQ" in Fig. 9). The basic shuttle design philosophy was to set I/Tq
well above the aircraft dynamics II/Tspl) and set the (asymptotic)
crossover frequency (wCa) at or above I/Tq in the K/s region (see
Fig. I0). (Other recent designs, e.g., the X-29 have placed I/Tq dif-
ferently.) As noted previously, the real "short period" poles are thus
driven into the attitude zeros, and the dominant (pitch) mode is defined
in the crossover region as summarized in Fig. 12. This shows that the
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closed-loop characteristics [_' and 4] are functions of only Tq, and
the asymptotic crossover frequency, _Ca = -Kq M 6. Thus, the only aero-
dynamic stability derivative of flrst-order importance in the attitude
dynamics is the elevon effectiveness in pitch, M 6. M 6 in turn deter-
mines the level of the high frequency asymptote in the crossover region,
and since M_ is a function of dynamic pressure, the asymptote will
"sink" as the shuttle decelerates• From preflare through touchdown,
this variation is typically about
290 psf = 6.6 dB135 ps'fIdB
Thus the shuttle GDQ gain scheduling must account for this to set the
crossover frequency as desired•
The asymptotic crossover frequency is:
ScCM6et
_Ca -- -M6Kq \ _y I _Kq
(9)
for the shuttle situation in which _Ca > i/Tq. The basic scheduling
(GDQ._COMP) is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 13 and indicates that
Kq = f(M) (I0)
It should be noted that none of the relevant nondlmenslonal aerodynamic
coefficients are functions of Math number in this region, thus the
rationale for the Math number schedule is of interest. At these low
altitudes (below 2000 ft AGL) where density and acoustic velocity are
roughly constant, the Mach number schedule effectively provides an addi-
tional dynamic pressure schedule• When approximate calculations of this
effect are made, the resulting crossover frequency schedule is
w
_Ca = 0.177(4- 0•026 q) rad/sec (II)
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Figure 14 shows this _Ca variation from the start of preflare
through touchdown compared to a fixed crossover schedule (i.e., Kq
=_-I) and a crossover frequency schedule proportional to the square
root of q (no Mach schedule)• In the flights of the Approach and Land-
ing Test (ALT) vehicle, Kq was scheduled inversely proportional to
dynamic pressure (Ref. 14); thus giving an effectively constant cross-
over frequency. This has been modified to the present OFT schedule prl-
marlly because of problems with elevon saturation at low speeds when
using the original schedule•
As noted previously, I/Tq = we is fixed at 1.5 rad/sec below Mach 3.
Thus, Fig. 14 shows that the basic strategy of setting the crossover in
the K/s region (i.e., _Ca > I/Tq) is essentially achieved through the
approach and landing• The fact that _ha = I/Tq for landing implies
(from the Fig. 12 literal approximation) a dominant pitch mode damping
ratio of
_' = 0.5
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Complete calculations indicate a somewhat higher value (_' > 0.6) for
the shuttle. This can be traced to extra phase lead in the crossover
region from the "ELERROR" filter (Fig. 9).
4. Colpensation for Stability and Robustness
In the previous section the design strategy for the shuttle pitch
loop was analyzed in some detail. Next we will generalize this to con-
sider what can be recommended for future shuttlecraft. The aircraft
considered here are superaugmented shuttlecraft or transatmospherlc or
atmospheric transport aircraft (essentially MIL-F-8785C Class II or
III). It is assumed that these aircraft are only moderately unstable,
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however, use of canard surfaces could lead to relatively large unstable
static margins. For this aircraft type it is assumed that there is a
pitch control surface but not necessarily direct llft capability. It is
further assumed that the aircraft are powered or, if gliders, have some
capability for modulating drag but that thrust vectoring for maneuvering
is not used.
a. Crossover Frequency
The crossover frequency is the first consideration in setting the
pitch loop compensation parameters. This is set primarily to position
the pitch mode root to achieve adequate loop bandwidth. For the air-
craft of interest, minimum bandwidths around 2 rad/sec should be ade-
quate (the shuttle bandwidth in landing is about 1.5 rad/sec) for termi-
nal area operations. A primary concern is maintaining pitch bandwidth
well above the flare inverse time constant -- an issue that will be dis-
cussed in detail in the following section. Higher crossovers could be
considered (and would be generally necessary for fighter and other high
maneuverability aircraft) but may not be worth the additional cost of
potential actuator and structural mode complications for transports and
shuttlecraft.
b. Selection of Tq
Once the crossover frequency is selected, the major consideration is
selection of Tq. Several consideration are involved.
The first consideration is the position (i.e., frequency) of the
desired crossover region with respect to the upper end of the bare air-
craft rigid body dynamics region. The later is generally defined by
the I/Tsp I -- the stable real "short period" root. This root can be
estimated as the larger of
[I + C2
or
1 ._ (12)
Tsp I SU2c
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Both of these factors are proportional to speed and on this basis we
could expect variations in the subsonic range (from M=I to typical
touchdown speeds) on the order of a factor of four. However, air den-
sity and compressibility effects also influence i/Tsp I with generally
opposing effects. Density should be the dominant effect (especially
when quasl-static aeroelastlc effects are accounted for). This should
be more true for shuttlecraft descending from high altitudes (such that
the density ratio increases by an order magnitude in the subsonic phase)
than for conventional atmospheric transports. Thus, we can expect the
upper frequency range of the aircraft rigid body dynamics to vary (for a
given configuration) not much more than an octave in terminal area oper-
ations.
In the critical landing phase the shuttle I/Tsp I decreases over the
range
0.73 < I/Tsp I < 1.03 rad/sec
Assuming landings are made at
_2(W/S)
V = 1.4 Vs = 1.4 _CLmax
Equation 12 can be reformulated as
I p
- (Zw + Mq) -- 1.4g_2(W/S)CLma x
I .
TsPl /gCLa(S.M. )c
(CLa + 1 c 2
(13)
The primary configuration factors for landing can be seen from
Eq. 13. Wing aspect ratio is a dominant factor through its effect on
lift curve slope. However, shuttlecraft as a class can be expected to
have considerably lower aspect ratios than conventional atmospheric
transports and consequently lower I/Tsp I values. This may be offset
somewhat by lower shuttlecraft CLmax values associated with simpler
31
landing flap systems. Transport aircraft or shuttlecraft of fairly con-
ventional configurations (i.e., aft tails or tailless) can be expected
to have only moderately unstable static or maneuver margins and thus
wing loading becomesa factor but airplane size is otherwise a second-
order influence.
From the above considerations it appears that the shuttle is reason-
ably representative of shuttlecraft to comeand we can expect the cross-
over frequency to be somewhatabove the upper end of the vehicle dynam-
ics region. In this case, as for the shuttle, I/Tq should be below the
crossover to assure crossover in a region of K/s. SeeFig. I0.
Positioning 1/Tq slightly below the crossover will establish a damp-
ing ratio somewhatabove 0.5. Reducing I/Tq will increase the damping
ratio. As long as I/Tq is above I/TsPl, as it is with the shuttle, then
the dominant pitch modewill be second-order. Otherwise the root locus
topology will transition so that the dominant pitch modeis first-order.
Maintaining I/Tq above i/Tsp I is not an absolute requirement but rather
a strategy that leads to effective dynamics comparable (in some
respects) to conventional short period dynamics. This seems to be a
reasonable strategy for the transports and shuttlecraft but may not be
the best for advanced fighters and other highly maneuverable aircraft.
c. Eff@ctiye Time Delay and Phase MarTin
To this point it has not been necessary to explicitly consider the
effects of high frequency elements in the loop. However, to address
stability margins and robustness these elements must be accounted for.
In the crossover region, the dominant effect can generally be treated as
a lumped, effective time delay. For the present generation of superaug-
mented aircraft the primary contributors to this effective time delay
are structural mode filters, actuators, and throughput delay in digital
FCS computers. For the shuttle, bending and smoothing filters contri-
buted just under half of the total estimated delay of 170 ms (see
Eq. 7).
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Time delay influences the phase margin in the crossover region.
With Tq positioned as proposed above, the phase margin is given approxi-
mately by (Ref. II)
_M " tan-l(Tq_) - Tm (14)
Thus the effect of the time delay is to create a high frequency
phase 180 deg crossover at
2 1 (15)
_2 " 21 _ Tq
At lower frequencies there may be another 180 deg phase crossover
terminating a conditional instability region (Ref. II). This does not
quite occur in the shuttle (largely due to the ELERROR filter, Fig. 9),
instead there is a relative phase minimum between the phugoid and the
degenerate short period modes (Fig. I0). Between the two 180 deg cross-
overs (or between the minimum phase dip and the high frequency 180 deg
crossover) there will be a relative maximum in phase at
ml_ma x = (iTq) -I/2 (16)
with corresponding phase margin
_ 2_/Tq (17)2
Thus, if it is desired to maximize phase margin in the desired gain
crossover region, say 2 rad/sec, then I/Tq should be
1
Tq
41 = 0.68 rad/sec for T -- 0.17 ms
and the maximum phase margin would be
_max = 51°
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However, this generally would put I/Tq < I/Tsp I and result in the
dominant pitch modebeing first-order. A compromiseis therefore called
for. Phasemargin above 30 deg should be obtainable with I/Tq placed as
suggested in the previous subsection. Additional margins can be
obtained via lead-lag equalization near the crossover region, such as
the ELERRORfilter in the shuttle.
d. Total Effective Gain Range
The high frequency phase margin sets an upper bound on crossover
frequency/loop gain. For superaugmented aircraft there are lower bounds
on gain as well. One may be created by the lower frequency conditional
stability region noted above (and detailed in Ref. 11). A more definite
lower bound is provided by the requirement to drive the unstable I/Tsp 2
root into the left half plane. It is shown in Ref. II that thlg
requires the 0 dB llne (which determines the crossover frequency) to be
below the low frequency Bode asymptote of q/qe (Fig. 15). The differ-
ence between the maximum and minimum allowable gain is the Total Avail-
able Gain Range (TAGR). As developed in Ref. II, the TAGR is a basic
measure of the robustness of the basic feedback loop and TAGR should
exceed a minimum level for good design. One important indication TAGR
can provide is sensitivity to control power limitations.
As derived in Ref. ii (for the basic superaugmented compensation)
1 '_ 2
Tq (21: _Tq )
TAGR -- (18)
The numerator expression in Eq. 18 is defined entirely by FCS param-
eters and will generally be positive for realistic values of Tq and _.
The denominator is determined entirely by the airframe characteristics
and will generally be positive for statically unstable aircraft. As
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discussed in Ref. II the denominator factor can become large, having the
undesirable effect of reducing TAGR, if the airplane is operating on or
near the "backside" of the power required curve.
From Eq. 18 it can be seen tht the primary parameter the designer
has for adjusting TAGR is the compensation lead parameter Tq. The sen-
sitivity of TAGR to the breakpoint I/Tq is given by
_(TAGR) =
_(I/Tq) M_(TsIT82_ )
(19)
Both terms in the numerator are positive and, for realistic values
of T and i/Tq the first term will be much larger than the second. Thus
the sensitivity derivative
_(TAGR) / 2( 1/Tq)
will generally be positive. This implies that TAGR can generally be
increased by moving the I/Tq breakpoint to higher frequencies.
5. Responses to Coemand Inputs
The closed-loop pitch attitude response to pitch rate command for
the shuttle has the form
0 1 q • Kq M 6 (I/T01) (I/T02) (I/Tq) e-Ts
.... (20)
qc s qc s [I/T_PlJ [I/T_P2J [_', 4]
As noted previously, the short period roots are driven into the attitude
zeros such that
0__ __. Kq M 6 (I/Tq) e-Ts
qc sLy, , oo_] (21)
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Since the command filter for the shuttle is effectively a pure gain,
Eq. 21 is a good approximation of the pitch attitude response to the
pilot's rotational hand controller (RHC). However, it should be noted
that the response to command for a superaugmented aircraft can be sig-
nificantly modified by shaping the command filter, Gi. This will be
considered further in Section IV in connection with recent research
activity, but here we will consider only the shuttle (Gi & constant)
design.
It is useful to compare the above shuttle pitch rate response to the
3 DOF response of a conventional aircraft
M6 flIT8I) _llTe2) e-Tcs
6-_= L_p,_p] L_sp,_spJ (22)
and its "short period" approximation (Ref. 12).
e . M6 (I/T62)e-Yes
_-_ = sL_sp, _sp] (23)
A comparison of the key pitch attitude response parameters for
Eqs. 21 and 23 is accomplished in Fig. 16 and Table I. Figure 16a is
idealized with no control system or other lags between the pilot step
function input and the control response. Figure 16b includes such
delays and approximates their net effect as a delay time T. For the
conventional airplane at the left in Table I, the attitude lead and
short-period undamped natural frequency, and hence the rise time in
Fig. 16a, depend primarily on aircraft configuration characteristics and
the way the aircraft is balanced. The damping ratio also is predomi-
nantly a function of configuration, although a pitch damper can provide
a good deal of design latitude.
For the shuttle as noted before, there is a relative lack of sensi-
tivity to aircraft configuration characteristics and a dominance of the
controller properties as they affect the closed-loop alrcraft/augmenter
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system. As can be seen from Table I, the factors underlying the dynam-
ics of the shuttle are the closed-loop crossover frequency (of the
asymptote), _Ca, and the controller lead, Tq. The crossover frequency
is of overwhelming importance because it defines:
• The total system gain comprising both controller
(K_) and aircraft control effectiveness (M6)
parameters.
• The system bandwidth which indicates the fre-
quency range of good command following and dis-
turbance suppression.
• The rapidity of system response, i.e., rise time
Tr = 1/_Ca.
• The system damping ratio in that _c is a key
factor (together with the controller a lead time
constant, Tq) in setting the damping ratio, _.
The first three properties of the crossover frequency listed above are
qualitatively applicable to all feedback control systems which have a
low-pass closed-loop character. (Low pass here means that at frequen-
cies up to the bandwidth, the output follows the input quite well;
whereas, at higher frequencies the output will drop off in amplitude
relative to the input -- thus the low frequencies are "passed" through
the system while frequencies higher than the bandwidth are attenuated or
"not passed.") The fourth property is a special one for "superaug-
mented" systems which share the specific characteristics of the shuttle.
It is one reflection of the idealized superaugmented situation wherein
only two parameters, the attitude lead (Tq) and crossover frequency
(_Ca) , define al___lthe system Input/output characteristics except the
overall response scaling between output and input.
A final manifestation of the two parameter character of the ideal-
ized shuttle is the maximum pitch rate overshoot vs. I/Tq_ n shown in
Fig. 17. It may be seen that a distinguishing feature of the shuttle qc
step response is a relatively low pitch rate overshoot (i.e., low qmax /
qc). In fact an approximate upper overshoot limit on shuttle type
designs is (Ref. II)
qmax _ qmaxl =
qc q-_--I _ca = I/Tq 1 + e-2_/3_ -" 1.30 (24)
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which corresponds to mCa ffi 1/Tq. Furthermore, if one desires to
decrease the normalized rise time by increasing loop gain and hence
at fixed 1/Tq, the overshoot decreases. At _Ca > 2/Tq, the closed-"Ca
loop pitch response becomes overdamped.
It is instructive to compare the pitch overshoot variation with
static margin of conventional aircraft in Fig. 17 with the law of over-
shoot for the shuttle. As noted in Table 1, for the conventional case
the usual variable is the way the aircraft is balanced, i.e., the static
margin (while T02 is fixed and based on wing design). Increased static
margin has a concomitant increase in the undamped natural frequency and
decrease in the normalized rise time. This aspect is similar to that
for _n and normalized rise time, 1/Tq0h, for the shuttle. On the other
hand, the damping ratio of the short period decreases and the overshoot
increases for the conventional aircraft while the opposite trend is pre-
sent for the superaugmented airplane.
A major distinction can also be made between the shuttle and conven-
tional aircraft with reference to the aerodynamic characteristics which
underlie their responses. For the conventional aircraft the stability
derivatives Zw, Mq, and Ma together with their variations with flight
condition are major governing parameters in the short period. When the
complete three degrees-of-freedom airplane characteristics are also
taken into account, several more derivatives become important (e.g., Zu,
Mu, Xw, etc.). On the other hand to the extent that the shuttle
augmentation system can be made to approach the superaugmented
characteristics, the aerodynamic parameters of importance reduce to the
surface effectiveness, M_. Potential variations in other derivatives
must, of course, be assessed in the design process to assure that no
possible variation could upset this applecart, but in actual system
operation the primary sensitivity and variations of interest are those
of M 6. In some ways this sparslty of airplane characteristic dependence
for aircraft which approach the superaugmented state offers a major
advantage when one is faced with identifying the effective airframe from
flight data or in validating simulations. This will be demonstrated
later.
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Finally, the ultimate comparison of the shuttle and conventional
vehicles is connected with the closed-loop precision path control
dynamic responses. A block diagram that indicates the pilot's activi-
ties in precision path control is shown in Fig. 18. On the right the
augmentedaircraft has path deviation and pitch attitude as the output
variables stemming from aircraft dynamics, which are forced by external
atmospheric disturbances and the pilot control output, 6. The augmented
aircraft itself is a closed-loop system comprising the airplane and aug-
mentation system. Thus the sensors, computation, and actuation elements
involved in the feedback control augmentation system as well as the air-
craft are encompassedby the "AugmentedAircraft Pitch Dynamics" block
in Fig. 18. (An underlying assumption in this diagram is that other
aircraft control effectors such as speed brake or body flap are not
being continuously modulated by pilot control action; trim management
using these aircraft effectors, however, is not excluded.)
Even though trimmed precisely, the augmented aircraft will not by
itself maintain exactly the prescribed path and attitude in the presence
of disturbances. Consequently, the pilot must exert control not only to
establish the desired path, but also to correct any deviations from the
desired attitude and path. This is accomplished by the pilot acting as
a closed-loop controller, which means simply that the pilot's control
output is dependent on (i.e., a function of) path deviation and atti-
tude. Thus, a componentof the pilot's control output is correlated
with an attitude error, and another component is correlated with the
difference between the desired and actual path. This relationship is
depicted in the Fig. 18 block diagram as a "series" pilot closure, i.e.,
the pilot's action on path deviation acts in series with and provides an
internal "attitude command"for the pilot's action on attitude error.
Figure 19 shows a simplified comparison of conventional and heavily
augmented (shuttle) dynamic response to the pilot's controller input.
For the conventional aircraft, the pitch numerator and path denominator
contain dynamic elements characterized by I/Te2 which thus cancel. The
path deviation is then the integral of pitch attitude. For the shuttle
however, I/T62 is approximately one-third I/Tq, these dynamic parameters
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do not cancel, and the path response lags pitch attitude change by this
additional time constant, Te2. This also applies to other shuttle
responses. For example, Table 2 and Fig. 20 present a hypothetical con-
ventional aircraft compared to a shuttle-like (Gi = constant) superaug-
mented aircraft. For this comparison the superaugmented dominant pitch
mode frequency _ is selected to match the conventional short period
frequency _sp and the two aircraft are assumed to have the same "stick
force per g." (_ has been made a little higher than the shuttle value
to clarify the distinctions with the conventional aircraft.) In Fig. 20
only the Bode asymptotes are shown to emphasize the important poles and
zeros.
The effect on pitch attitude response of the shuttle attitude lead
being about three times higher than the conventional I/Te2 value can be
seen in the e/_p Bode asymptotes. The superaugmented form is more "K/s-
llke" out to the second-order mode and the response to pilot input is
essentially invarlant.
The conventional aircraft on the other hand exhibits an increased
response in the frequency range above I/T02 but may also exhibit consid-
erable pitch "droop" or "drop back" at low frequencies. The latter is
due to Tel and the phugold (_p).
The result is that insofar as pitch response is concerned, the shut-
tle responds as a rate command/attltude hold vehicle while the conven-
tional aircraft responds essentially as an attitude command/attitude
hold vehicle.
Examination of Table 2 and Fig. 20 also shows distinctions between
the superaugmented (shuttle) and conventional command respond in angle-
of-attack, flight path angle, and speed response. All of these differ-
ences can be traced to differences in the system poles. For the super-
augmented aircraft, the second-order pole at _n is not a true "short
period" in that it is essentially a pure attitude mode; whereas the con-
ventional airplane short period is a coupled heave-pitch mode. The pre-
sence of an essentially pure attitude mode for a superaugmented aircraft
such as the shuttle is a consequence of the near neutral or somewhat
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unstable static margin, which implies that the "heave-lnto-pltch" cou-
pling derivative Mw is small, combined with the fact that the superaug-
mentatlon system is based on an effective pitch attitude to elevator
feedback. The superaugmented aircraft is also distinct from the conven-
tional aircraft in that is does not have a phugold. Rather the two
remaining poles are driven close to the attitude zeros I/Tgl and I/T92
to create real "speed" and "heave" modes, respectively (see Fig. I0).
These two modes are comparable to those of a neutrally stable (i.e.,
zero static margin) conventional aircraft, although the well damped
second-order attitude mode of the superaugmented aircraft is not charac-
teristic of a neutral airframe (see Ref. 11).
Several of the differences seen in Fig. 20 deserve special note in
light of manual control issues to be addressed in Section IV. In the
region of the short period responses, all shuttle motion quantities lag
those of the conventional counterpart by virtue of the separation
between 1/Te2 and I/Tq as noted previously. The result is that a "G i =
constant" superaugmented aircraft llke the shuttle will have a reduction
in _/_p bandwidth associated with achieving a wider K/s range in the
attitude response. In the time domain this means that the shuttle will
have a longer (slower) path response rise time for a step RHC command.
Also, in the frequency band between I/T92 and I/Tq the path and speed
response is "K/s2-11ke '' and would be expected to elicit pulse-llke con-
trol activity if the pilot were to attempt direct control of these
motion responses within this frequency band.
In the low frequency region, i.e., below the conventional phugold,
differences between the two types of vehicles are related primarily to
an additional integration present in each of the shuttle responses.
This derives from the shuttle's overpowering pitch attitude stability
and indicates that the shuttle has no path, speed, or angle-of-attack
"stability," or more correctly, zero "stick force/speed gradient," etc.
It should be noted that the above distinctions are not necessary
characteristics of superaugmented aircraft, only of shuttle-llke designs
with G i _ constant. By suitably shaping Gi, the path response to pilot
command can be changed at will, even to approximate the conventional
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response. However, for a single control point (e.g., elevator) aircraft
the attitude and path responses cannot be adjusted independently. For
instance if the path response is made more "conventional" by shaping Gi,
the attitude response will become more conventional as well. Thus, the
FCS designer must consider the tradeoffs carefully to seek an adequate
compromise.
There is a possible way out of this tradeoff. If a second independ-
ent control point (e.g., a canard) is available, then the attitude and
path responses can in theory be tailored independently. However, creat-
ing a successful FCS design will require, as a minimum, a good under-
standing of task specific manual control requirements and appropriate
design requirements -- topics to be discussed in Section IV and Sec-
tion V.
6. Cou_and Response at the Pilot's Locatlon
There is yet another unusual characteristic of the shuttle path
(altitude, normal acceleration, etc.) response which is related to the
vehicle elevon design and mass distribution. This is not a superaugmen-
ration issue and will not in general be an issue for other advanced air-
craft. It arises from the fact that the instantaneous center-of-
rotation (ICR) for elevon inputs is relatively far forward for the shut-
tle. Thus, while the shuttle cockpit is located conventionally, the
pilot position with respect to the ICR is unusual. The pilot is about
I0 ft behind the ICR. Figure 21 compares the shuttle pilot position
with several other aircraft. Only for the HLIO -- a lifting body pre-
cursor of the shuttle -- is the pilot also behind the ICR.
The ICR is the point at which the normal acceleration due to Z_e6 e
is just canceled by the pitching component XICRM_e6e so that
Z6 e k2
--2-- (ft positive forward from e.g.) (25)XIC R = _ =
M _e £ _e
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Figure 21. Comparison of Pilot Location with Respect to the
Instantaneous Center of Rotation for Eight Aircraft
The extreme forward position of the shuttle's ICR is attributable to the
large radius of gyration from the engines mounted behind a (nearly)
empty payload bay combined with short effective tall length for the ele-
vons. The segregation of aircraft along the ordinate in Fig. 21, which
separates transport/bomber types from smaller "fighter" types stems
largely from the pilot being located relatively further forward geome-
trically in large aircraft.
The interest in pilot location stems from the influence on effective
path dynamics, which the pilot must control in landing. The general
form of the 3 DOF path-to-elevator numerator for any aircraft (including
the shuttle) is a third-order consisting of one low frequency zero,
which is almost independent of location relative to the ICR, and two
high frequency zeros, which vary widely with location (Refs. I, 15). In
Fig. 20, the two high frequency zeros were neglected since they have no
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bearing on the superaugmentatlon issue per se. It is shown in Ref. 1
that in the conventional situation where the pilot is ahead of the ICR,
the high frequency zeros will generally form a lightly damped complex
pair in the left half s plane. For the shuttle, these two zeros are
real and one is a non-mlnimum phase zero in the right hand plane. A
physical view of this situation is provided in Fig. 22. It may be seen
that immediately after a step elevator input for a pull-up, a pilot at A
(the conventional location) will immediately rise, i.e., he will lead
the c.g. motion. A pilot at B (the shuttle location) will "go down
before he goes up" as does the c.g. (and also the main landing gear, the
altitude of which is of primary concern for landing). This pilot per-
ceives an initial response reversal or an effective time delay in the
path response.
C. IDENTIFICATION OF ORBITER EFFECTIVE
PITCH DYNAHICS FROM FLIGHT DATA
1. STS-4 Flight Data
Because of the dominant effect of the FCS on the Orbiter's pitch
response, identification of airframe characteristics alone is not ade-
quate to characterize the effective vehicle as seen by the pilot. In
Ref. 3 the effective vehicle pitch rate response to rotational hand con-
troller (RHC) inputs in landing was extracted from flight data for one
flight -- STS-4. This was accomplished by application of a fast Fourier
transform spectral analysis technique implemented in a STI Frequency
Domain Analysis (FREDA) digital program. The spectral identification of
the q/_HC describing function requires 6RH C and q time histories
(Fig. 23) for the approach and landing. The FREDA program obtains the
spectral density distributions _66 and _qq, and cross spectral _q_ by
direct Fourier transform of the time series using the Wiener-Khinchin
relationship (Ref. 16). The q/_HC describing function is then given by
RHC _6_(J_) (26)
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The FREDA program produces discrete magnitude and phase angle pairs
for q/_RHC, _6_' and _qq. A coherence function
= I q6(J'")l2
_qq (_o) d#6_( _o)
(27)
is also computed and gives a measure of the degree to which the output
is linearly correlated with the input. A _ of zero implies no correla-
tion and a p2 of 1 indicates perfect correlation between output and
input. For vehicle dynamic identification, _ values between 0.8 and
0.9 are generally indicative of meaningful identification.
Implicit in the use of the spectral procedure is the assumption that
the describing function will be tlme invarlant. Because of the proper-
ties of superaugmentatlon, thls wlll be true to a first approximation
for q/6RHC in the region of interest given the fixed value of Tq, and
the small variation of the dominant closed-loop mode during approach and
landing. Thls situation would not occur for a conventional airframe
transfer function such as q/6e, and special accommodation would be
required. There are in addition system nonlinearities which could, in
principal, compromise the use of FREDA; in particular the PlOs filter
and the stick shaping. During the STS-4 landing the PlOs filter was
active only when the commander executed the preflare termination. To
examine possible PlOs effects, FREDA runs were made over the entire
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period from the start of preflare to touchdown, and for subsegments
excluding the PlOs activity. The above considerations of time varying
system parameters and occasional nonlinear events (e.g., PlOs activity)
imply a desire for a short identification run length TRU N. On the other
hand, maximizing run length is desirable to obtain good low frequency
data since the theoretical lower bound on the frequency response mmi n is
_min -- 2_/TRUN (28)
The FREDA output plots for maximum feasible run length (start of
preflare to touchdown, TRU N = 30 sec, mmi n = 0.2 rad/sec) are shown in
Fig. 24. The coherence p2 values are above 0.8 out to approximately
i0 rad/sec. Above this frequency the coherence decreases, and thus
I0 rad/sec is taken as limit of validity for the frequency response (the
describing function plot symbols are changed when _ drops below 0.8).
Figure 25 presents the corresponding FREDA output for the shallow
glide and final flare starting just after the PIOs activity, and termi-
nating just before touchdown. The results are quite consistent with the
Fig. 24 data, except for the reduction in low frequency data due to the
shorter run length (TRu N = 12.0 sec). These results are valuable
because they imply usable results may be obtained for TRU N on the order
of a flight segment length, and they confirm the approximate time invar-
lance of q/_RHC-
The FREDA program defines the q/_HC describing function as a set of
discrete magnitude and phase angle points. Definition of the specific
parameter values in the superaugmented response form (i.e., the poles
and zeros) requires "fitting" this form to the FREDA output. This was
done (Ref. 3) with the STI Multi-Frequency Parameter Identification pro-
gram (MFP), which provides a weighted least squares fit to the specified
response form.
The fitting operation was performed both with the lead I/Tq fixed at
the shuttle FCS value (I/Tq = 1.5 rad/sec), and also with the 1/Tq free.
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The two results are shown in Fig. 26a. It may be seen that the two
cases are very similar, and that both provide a very satisfactory fit.
A time domain comparison (Fig. 26b) leads to a similar conclusion.
Table 3 shows a comparison between the analytic low order equivalent
system (LOES) (Eq. 21) model parameters, and values extracted from the
STS-4 flight data (both for fixed and free numerator time constant).
The first line compares steady state gain values, and shows the largest
difference of any of the comparisons. The extracted values are approxi-
mately 80 percent higher than the estimated values. While this differ-
ence has not been totally resolved, it appears to be due to the
recorded _RHC signal being obtained from the Backup Flight Control Sys-
tem (BFCS), which does not contain all of the forward loop elements of
the primary control system used to compute the gain in Eq. 21. Addi-
tionally, the precise point at which the signal is picked off was not
tracked down.
The fixed value of flight derived numerator inverse time constant
exactly matches the analytic model by definition. The extracted value
with I/Tqfre e is somewhat lower at 1.03. However, it is still well
above the range of values for I/Te2 in the identification region (0.44
to 0.64 rad/sec). The values of the damping ratio obtained from flight
are approximately 50 percent higher than the prediction. It is pre-
sently felt that the primary cause of the higher in-fllght damping
ratio, and perhaps also the lower in-flight value of I/Tq, is the
"ELERROR" filter (see Fig. 9) which has been ignored in the simplified
model (Eq. 21). To a first approximation, the ELERROR filter increases
the open-loop phase margin in the crossover region, which would corre-
spond to the effect of a low value of I/Tq and to a higher closed-loop
damping ratio.
The flight extracted values of natural frequency are slightly higher
for the fixed T case and slightly lower for the free T case with
q q
respect to the theoretical value of 1.5 rad/sec. Finally, the flight
extracted values of time delay are actually somewhat lower than obtained
by adding the low frequency phase lag approximates of the forward loop
elements (Eq. 7).
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF PARAMETER EXTRACTED FROM STS-4
FLIGHT DATA WITH THE SUPERAUGMENTATION MODEL
PARAMETER
q/_RHC(0)
(rad/rad/sec)
SUPERAUGMENTED
MODEL (Eq. 21)
EXTRACTED FROM STS-4 FLIGHT
I/Tq = 1.5 r/s I/Tq free
0.17 0.31 0.30
I/T_
(rad/s_c) 1•5 I.5 1•03
0.5 0.74 0.77
_n 1.5 1.68 1.44
(rad/sec)
T
0.174 0.156 0.159(sec)
From the standpoint of flight validation of the superaugmentation
model, probably the most important issue is whether the attitude zero is
really closer to I/Tq than to I/T82. This issue may be addressed by
considering an alternative fit to the FREDA data with the attitude zero
constrained to I/T82 = 0.50 rad/sec. Figure 27 shows such a comparison
in terms of asymptote fits for the transfer function parameter values of
Fig. 26, and for a I/T82 fit with _n = 1.5 rad/sec. For this alterna-
tive fit there is a significant region of +20 dB/decade slope which is
inconsistent with the low frequency FREDA points. In this connection it
should be noted that these FREDA points are averages of three "raw" FFT
points, and are reliable within the context of this comparison• No
adjustments of a_ would provide a satisfactory fit using the I/T82
value.
2. STS-5 and -7 Fllght Data
As additional flight data became available, the FREDA program was
again applied to determine the repeatability of the results. The
describing function summaries comparable to Fig. 24 are shown for STS-5
and -7 in Figs. 28 and 29, respectively (from Ref. 4). The discrete
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frequency response data is superimposed for the three flights in
Fig. 30, which also contains the superaugmented model form based on the
fixed I/Tq, STS-4 data fit. Only those points with a correlation coef-
ficient (p) greater than 0.8 are shown. Figure 30 shows that with
respect to the major issues in the superaugmentation response, i.e., the
effective attitude lead and time delay, there is no indication of a sig-
nificantly different interpretation than that the effective attitude
lead is dominated by the FCS parameter I/Tq.
The slight difference in the flight data amplitude at the 1 rad/sec
frequency point for STS-7 (Challenger) vs. STS-4 and -5 (Columbia) may
reflect a small decrease in 1/Tq due to FCS gain changes. The very
close agreement of the data from the three flights does increases confi-
dence in the technique and results obtained.
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SECTION III
SHUTTLE MANUAL CONTROL IN LANDING
Section III is devoted to prediction and verification of the manual
control loop structure, and the influence of different flare strategies
in landing. Flight traces are examined for six landings and, with the
aid of altitude vs. sink rate phase plane (hodograph) analysis, pilot
adopted control strategies and techniques are identified. Final flare
strategies are found to run the gamut from highly skilled, precisely
timed, single control pulse, precognitive (almost open-loop) step atti-
tude change to an almost continuous input exponential flare via tight
pitch attitude control proportional to altitude decay. The latter
closely approximates an ideal exponential flare in which sink rate is
inversely proportional to altitude. Despite the differing strategies
and control techniques, values for key flight path and touchdown parame-
ters extracted from the flight data indicate the pilots concern for
touchdown sink rate and velocity as opposed to runway position.
A. PILOT STRATEGY IN LANDING
I. Strategy andManual Control
In this section we will examine OFT flight data from the perspective
of manual control theory focused on the landing task. The goal of this
section is to develop insights and understanding of the shuttle landing
task and the impact of the FCS design.
The landing task has always been critical in flight control design,
but experience with the shuttle and other advanced aircraft with uncon-
ventional FCS characteristics (i.e., superaugmentatlon) has focused on
landing as a task of primary concern. This understanding will provide
the basis for consideration of advanced FCS design criteria in the next
section.
We focus first on simplified flight mechanics involved in approach
and flare path control, i.e., the guidance aspects of approach, flare,
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and touchdown. Next we look at the influence of various flare tech-
niques, or strategies, on a hodograph of altitude vs. sink rate. This
sets the stage for a similar analysis of actual flight data from STS-2
through -7 to identify the multiloop structure and flare strategy
employed by the pilot in each landing.
One of the difficulties of the Orbiter vehicle flying qualities
experiment (OFQ) program is that the "experimenter" has no control over
the test vehicle configuration or the operational and environmental con-
ditions surrounding the experiment. The shuttle system (vehicle, ground
aids, operational constraints, etc.) was in a state of evolution during
the first dozen OFT flights. Furthermore, most landings have been a
first for each commander and crew, and atmospheric conditions may have
played a significant role in several of the landings. However, analysis
of the OFQ flight data has been performed with an eclectic approach, and
augmented with data from some specific simulations.
A number of local approximations and limiting cases in an overall
pilot-vehlcle model will be used to examine specific aspects of the
task. This approach will be used to decompose the complex problem into
comprehensible elements. In general, this examination will procede from
an "outer loop" (guldance/fllght mechanics) focus down through to
"inner" higher frequency attitude and manipulator considerations
(treated in the next section). The emphasis here is on developing theo-
retical connections between the requirements of the task and the implied
requirements for flying qualities and flight control system design.
Making an analytical connection from task requirements to the flying
quallties/flight control system requirements rests on quantitative defi-
nition of three elements.
• Vehicle: the aircraft can generally be quanti-
fied in precise detail. This is certainly true
in the case of the shuttle and, in addition,
valuable simplifications are available from its
superaugmentatlon model which has been defined
theoretically and confirmed from flight data
analysis (Section II).
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Task: in principal the task can be defined in
terms of inequality constraints on specific sys-
tem variables. For the shuttle landing task, the
most basic requirements will include constraints
on touchdown sink rate, speed, and distance.
Realistic definition of the constraints is essen-
tial for strategy analysis, but is complicated by
the fact that pilots apply weightlngs to physical
constraints that are difficult to determine.
Pilot: the pilot is the most difficult element
to define, and the particular difficulties of the
OFQsituation have led to an eclectic combination
of pilot identification methods. For our pur-
poses here the identification process begins by
distinguishing between the pilot's guidance
strategy to accomplish the task, and his control
activity by which he attempts to implement his
strategy.
Here the term "pilot strategy" is applied to the pilot's guidance
activities, and the term "pilot behavior" will refer to flight control
activity performed to implement the strategy.
Pilot strategy (guidance activity): generally
refers to the pilot's plan for achieving an
acceptable trajectory and energy managementto
meet performance constraints for the task. This
is largely a precognitive plan developed from the
pilot's experience and simulator training. Feed-
back structures associated with this activity are
generally related to discrete switching from one
task phase to the next. The parameters associ-
ated with strategy are usually set in these dis-
crete switching steps. Understanding the strat-
egy involves separating what the pilot was
attempting to do from the details of what actu-
ally happened in a particular flight. A search
for landing strategy can be made in the long
wavelength shape of the H, H phase plane trajec-
tory (hodograph) which we expect to be roughly
constant for a well trained pilot over an ensem-
ble of flights.
Pilot behavior (flight control activity): gener-
ally refers to the pilot's closed-loop control
activity in response to internal commandsderived
from his strategy. The details of the behavior
seen in response time histories and in the short
wavelength activity in the hodographs, will vary
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greatly from flight-to-flight; although the spec-
tral content of this activity can be expected to
be roughly constant for a well trained pilot.
However, the pilot's control activity will tend
to interfere with identification of strategy from
the hodographs.
The performance constraints which shape the pilots strategy are set
by operational and aircraft factors which are independent of the FCS
design and flight control factors. Performance constraints arise from
factors such as runway length, structural load limits, maximum tire
speeds, etc., and can be expressed as inequality constraints on several
variables. In general, there will be an upper bound on touchdown dis-
tance, XTD , and upper and lower bounds on touchdown sink rate, HTD" For
a decelerating glider llke the shuttle, there are also direct con-
straints on touchdown velocity, VTD. Defining the constraints for anal-
ysis is complicated by the fact that pilots apply their own "fuzzy"
weightings and subjective adjustments.
In addition to the performance constraints, there are also con-
straints imposed by the FCS; in partlcular, control surface rate and
deflection limits. A flexible (or at least transparent) control system
design will be such that the pilot can select almost any strategy which
is feasible with respect to the performance constraints without exceed-
ing FCS limits. Control surface effectiveness, FCS transport lags, and
the aircraft dynamic response to the pilot's controllers generally
impose limits on the pilot which affect his strategy and influence the
manner in which he uses the aircraft control system to implement his
strategy. For the shuttle, elevon surface rate limits are critical for
the landing task and have lead to the introduction of the PIOS filter
(Ref. 7).
Understanding the pilot's strategy and the constraints which influ-
ence it is important because this provides the link between task
requirements and the pilot's opinion of the aircraft's flying qualities.
Strategy must be understood in order to develop commands to inner loop
flight control elements in pilot-vehicle models. Pilot's evolve their
strategies from experience and training activity with new aircraft and
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tasks. For the shuttle, pilot's develop their strategies in simulator
(ground based and in-flight) training before ever landing the real vehi-
cle.
Any manual landing will involve a mix of open-loop programmedinputs
and closure of feedback loops. A simplified (ideal attitude dynamics)
conceptual pilot model for landing is shownin Fig. 31. Experience and
training allows the pilot to develop an altitude program (desired tra-
jectory) which is to be executed in an actual landing. The pilot com-
pares his H program to the perceived altitude to form an outer feedback
loop.
According to the Successive Organization of Perception theory
(Ref. 17), the pilot will develop precognitive control input programs (a
8 program as shownin Fig. 31, and ultimately a manipulator (6p) program
at a more detailed level) as his experience with the task and aircraft
increase. If the pilot's H and 8c programs are consistent, and his per-
ception of H is perfect, He will be zero and the landing will be truly
open-loop. In actuality somefeedback error will occur, i.e., while the
pilot may claim to perform an "open-loop" landing, his performance (not
to mention his confidence) would probably be degraded if he was "blind
folded" in the flare. A more detailed pilot model might also include
distinct H, 8, and 6p feedbacks, and corresponding precognitive programs
for these variables.
In the OFQwork, altitude-slnk rate hodographs (H, H phase plane
trajectories) have been used as a primary means of identifying pilot
strategy and technique. In the following, connections are madebetween
task constraints, elementary strategies, and the resulting hodograph
forms. To establish limiting cases this is done first with ideal
(instantaneous) sink rate response and then with more realistic aircraft
path-to-attltude dynamics under the assumption of ideal attitude
response. These ideal cases are then used to provide a context for
assessing the actual shuttle landing hodographs.
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2. Shallow Glide and Flare Strategy
The shallow glide reduces the decelerating shuttle's sink rate to
the order of I0 fps -- about the limit for the main gear at touchdown.
The final flare is used to reduce touchdown sink rate to a nominal level
of about 1 fps. However, the pilot's strategy for glide and flare must
satisfy touchdown speed and distance constraints as well.
To examine the strategy issues, we start with a shallow glide and
flare model which begins with the flight mechanics of Section II-A and
add some assumptions about the pilot's strategy. The shuttle is assumed
to decelerate at a constant rate and the shallow glide is a constant
flight path angle from Ho to Hf (see Fig. 32). A final hypothesis is
that flare is executed by scheduling sink rate proportional to altitude
- T-_ (H + HB) (29)
This latter assumption creates an exponentlonal flare asymptotic to a
level H B below the runway. The model (Refs. 2 and 8) is summarized in
Fig. 32. It is implicit in this model that the pilot controls sink rate
directly. That is, the attitude and sink rate response to command band-
widths are considered "infinite" -- i.e., well above the inverse flare
time constant, I/Tf. Thus we are not concerned here with the pilot's
attitude control technique or whether this is open or closed-loop. In
fact the scheduling of sink rate with altitude could also be either
open-loop (precognitive), closed-loop, or a mix of both. What is of
interest is what task factors influence development of the strategy
rather than details of its execution.
The strategy model goes beyond the relationships of Fig. 32 in the
way that the different variables are classified. Here the altitude and
velocity at the end of preflare (Ho and Vo) are considered to be given
initial conditions (observed values for the STS-2 through -7 analysis).
However, these variables are to some extent under the control of the
crew through execution of the preflare, and in an extended model they
would become strategy variables. The touchdown sink rate (-HTD), the
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Figure 32. Summary of Glide and Flare Landing Model
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touchdown speed (VTD), and the distance traveled in the shallow glide
and flare (XT), are "constrained variables" which for various reasons
must meet the Table 4 performance constraints. (Actually, the con-
straints of Table 4 are somewhatsimplistic and will be reexamined later
in light of flight results.) Finally, there are three "strategy varia-
bles" that the pilot has at his disposal to accomplish the task: the
shallow glide slope angle (Yo) the flare height (Hf), and the flare time
constant (Tf).
Given the above definitions, the landing strategy is idealized as
the sequential decision making process in which the pilot first selects
a shallow glide slope, then a flare height, and finally a flare time
constant. However, the selection of the three strategy variables for a
shuttle landing is certainly a long process which evolves over the
crew's simulator and STA training, and culminates in the actual landing.
The selection of shallow glide slope is now predetermined to the nominal
value (-1.5 deg) set up by landing aids. However, at least in the early
flights examined here, minimal aids were available, glide slope was
probably adjusted by the pilot, and it is treated conceptually as a
strategy variable in the model at this stage.
The glide and flare model summarized above has intentionally been
maintained as simple as possible, and involves only about a half dozen
parameters. The computational problems associated with the model are
not particularly difficult; however, even with such a simple model,
interpretation of the implications and consideration of it's validity i___s
complex. The difficulty in interpretation stems in part from the
inequality constraints (Table 4) which must be examined in multi-
dimensional parameter spaces (here three dimensions: Yo' Hf, and Tf).
To simplify this problem somewhat, we initially consider sensitivity
to two strategy variables Yo and Tf with the third, Hf, fixed. This may
be seen in Fig. 33 (from Ref. 3) which is based on applying initial con-
ditions derived from the STS-4 landing and the constraints of Table 4 to
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TABLE4. CONSTRAINTSONTOUCHDOWNPARAMETERS
Design sink rate at TD: -1.5 fps ) HTD) -2.5 fps
Maximumsink rate at TD: HTD= -9 fps
Maximumsink rate at TD, crosswind: HTD= -6 fps
Nominal VTD= 195 kts (329 fps)
MaximumVTD= 225 kt_ (380 fps)
MinimumVTD _ 0.9 nominal VTD (296 fps)
the model of Fig. 32. Examination of these curves leads to the follow-
ing indications for strategy development.
For 7o near nominal, the pilot has very little
margin, on Tf below the nominal Tf _ 2 sec to
avoid HTD ) 0 (ballooning). However, there is
considerably more margi N for larger Tf with
respect to the main gear HTD limit.
For a given value of Tf, shallow Yo leads to bal-
looning (HTD) 0). This is consistent with STS-3
crew comments that low flat approaches in the STA
are prone to ballooning.
For Yo values near nominal, the pilot's Tf margin
is reduced greatly in c_osswinds due to the
reduction in the crosswind HTD limit.
If the pilot executes a slow flare, i.e., Tf
I0 sec, the importance and roles of _o and Tf are
reversed. Tf no longer makes significant differ-
ence, and touchdown speed and sink rate are
essentially determined by Yo" In this situation
Tf adjustments cannot make up for an improper _o
decision made earlier unless the pilot employs a
"fast Tf," precise flare strategy.
Control of touchdown speed is essentially a mat-
ter of how soon the vehicle touches down. Since
it is decelerating, touching down quickly implies
high touchdown speed and vice versa.
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3. Flare Strategles
To this point we have considered a two parameter (Yo' Tf) strategy.
In the early landings before shallow glide landing aids (ball-bar indi-
cator, HUD) were available, _o varied significantly from the nominal
value and the pilot's adjustment of Yo was probably a significant part
of his strategy. We shall see that in later flights (after STS-5),
there is an indication that the aids available were employed to come
close to the nominal value, 7o = -1.5 deg. Thus in the next analyses we
will consider Yo fixed at the nominal value. This will allow consider-
ing flare strategies other than the H ~ H exponential flare. While the
exponential flare is a good working hypothesis, there are other possi-
bilities which need to be considered in the detailed examination of the
flight hodographs to follow. We consider these possibilities next;
first retaining the assumption of direct sink rate control by the pilot,
then relaxing this by considering realistic path-to-attltude response
with direct pilot control of attitude.
The trajectory of an idealized flared landing is shown in Fig. 34.
The aircraft is assumed on the nominal glide slope (y = _o ) until the
flare altitude Hf is reached, where a positive perturbation (h) in alti-
tude is initiated to arrest the sink rate. The flare extends touchdown
to a point XTD beyond the glide slope intercept (X=0). Note that the
origin is now at the glide slope intercept which is fixed in the runway;
whereas, the flare initiation point (Xf) will vary with pilot strategy.
a. Flare with Idealized Sink Rate Control
Continuing from the previous case, we pretend the pilot can instan-
taneously change incremental sink rate h. The problem will be further
simplified by assuming constant total speed V o and no wind. The total
sink rate H is then
=  oVo+ h (30)
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Figure 34. Flared Landing Trajectory
and the total altitude H during the flare (see Fig. 35) is
H(t) = YoVo t + fth(t)dt + Hf (31)
O
where time t is measured from the start of flare.
glide slope intercept is
Distance from the
X " Vot + Hf/_o
Note that t > 0 when X=0.
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Ho :ZoVo <0
Hf>O
H
Figure 35. Ideal (Infinite Bandwidth) Aircraft Model
I) Step H Strategy
Figure 36 shows the characteristics of a "two slope" flare resulting
from a perturbation sink rate (h) step. The step characteristic is
reflected in the H, H hodograph. The total sink rate and altitude are
= YoVo + h (32)
H(t) " 17oVo + h)t + Hf (33)
The time (measured from flare initiation) for touchdown, tTD , is found
by setting H(t)ffi0 to be:
tTD = -Hf/17oVo+h)
ffi -Hf/HTD
(34)
The touchdown distance from the glide slope intercept is
XTD ffi -HfVo/HTD + Hf/_ o (35)
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Figure 36. The "Step H" Landing Strategy for an Ideal Aircraft
This relation is plotted in Fig. 37 in the XTD , HTD "constrained vari-
able plane" for various flare heights, and can be used to examine the
impact of constraints. Consider the hypothetical constraints shown in
0 < XTD < 4000 ft (36a)
-1.5 > HTD > -2.5 fps (36b)
Fig. 37. It may be seen that these impose an upper limit on the pilot's
choice of flare height (just over 40 ft). All curves emlnate
from HTD = _oVo (the value for no flare), and are asymptotic to
HTD = 0 (corresponding to zero slope for the second leg of the flare).
It should be noted that Fig. 37 implies that any HTD > 0 constraint can
be met even as Hf + 0. This is a consequence of the assumed capability
for instantaneous X change, and will not be true when real airplane lags
are added.
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Figure 37. Application of Landing Constraints in the
Constrained Variable Plane, "Step H" Strategy
2) Ramp H Strate_
Figure 38 shows an ideal ramp decay of sink rate, which produces a
parabolic trajectory and hodograph since
H(t) = YoVo + ht (37)
,e
where h is a constant given by (HTD - YoVo)/tTD and
H(t) h t2
= T+ YoVo t + Hf (38)
7o%
H Hf
2
X_ t_ *
_t-- HTD
x- l , ,-'>.. t <o)
I [
---- _,_. Trajectory I _/
, I \1
-Hf/7" o 0 XTD H 0
X
a) Vertical Speed and AHitude as a
Function of Ground Distance
b) Altitude ' Sink Rate
Hodograph
Figure 38. The "Ramp H" Landing Strategy for an Ideal Aircraft
Figure 39 shows the relation between the constrained variables cor-
responding to Fig. 37 computed from
-HfV o Hf
XTD = +-- (39)
IHTD + ToVo )/2 Xo
This relation is the same as Eq. 35, except that HTD is scaled with the
"'no flare" point fixed; thus, the curves of Figs. 37 and 39 have the
same shape except for the scaling of the abscissa. The constraints are
much easier to meet in the ramp H case, since for a given Hf, the higher
initial sink rate reduces time to touchdown, and thus reduces XTD. With
a ramp H, there is also less sensitivity to Hf strategy decisions. How-
ever, with a ramp H, an Hf error which makes the actual Hf lower than
nominal will increase the touchdown sink rate (see Fig. 38) -- this
would not occur with the step H strategy.
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3) Exponential Flare
To combine the best features of both strategies, i.e., low XTD with
ramp H, and low HTD sensitivity to Hf errors with the step H strategy,
an H ~ H schedule as sketched in Fig. 40 might be used. The exponential
flare considered previously (Figs. 32, 33) is a good candidate In part
because it can be approximated with a simple closed-loop control law.
In comparison to the Flg. 33 situation, we now consider the effect
of flare time constant Tf as the strategy variable wlth Yo and Hf fixed.
That is, in the hypothesized multi-stage decision process we consider
the final strategy decision as selection of Tf.
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Figure 40. The Exponential Flare Landing for an Ideal Aircraft
The effect of the flare time constant may be examined from the
curves of Fig. 41 computed for the nominal conditions indicated in the
figure• If the flare is very slow (very large Tf), there is essentially
no flare, and the trajectory is an extension of the glide• Thus, the
minimum flare distance is
(XF)mi n = -Hf/_ o as Tf -* = (40)
As Tf is reduced for a faster flare, the trajectory approaches a
level parallel to HB feet below the runway. When Tf is reduced to HB
T_ = -Hf/Vf_'o (41)
goes to zero, and the runway is approached asymptotically (Xf + =). For
still lower Tf values, the runway is never reached and a "ballooning"
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situation results. Thus for low values of Tf a lower Hf must be
selected as implied from Fig. 37. Touchdownspeed remains fairly con-
stant until Tf = T , at which point the increasing flare time causes
considerable speed bleed off. Touchdownsink rate is strongly affected
by the trajectory slope, and thus decreases steadily as Tf + T_.
b. Flare With Idealized Pitch Control
The effects of realistic path-to-attitude aircraft dynamics can now
be included as shown in Fig. 42, where 8 is the perturbation attitude
change from the (stability axis) reference attitude 8o = _o" We pretend
at this point that the pilot can change 8 instantaneously (i.e., the
aircraft attitude dynamics have very high bandwidth).
I) Step 8 Strategy
The closest the pilot can now come to a step H flare is a step 8.
Figure 43 shows the step 8 trajectory and hodograph for T82 = 2 (roughly
the shuttle landing value). The two second path-to-attitude lag has
reduced the touchdown distance (compared to the ideal H step) by 3300 ft
because of the lag in the H reduction.
Figure 44 shows the effect of Hf variation with a 1.26 ° step 8. Hf
can be reduced to about 20 ft without a significant increase in touch-
down sink rate. The hodographs become essentially straight lines with
slope AH/AH _ T e2 with low Hf, but the HTD becomes unacceptable for Hf <
20 ft.
2) Ramp 8 Strategy
The ideal ramp H strategy can be approached with a ramp 8 input as
shown in Fig. 45. For Hf = 40, the ramp 8 strategy reduces XTD by over
3500 ft compared to a 8 step with comparable HTD- The hodograph shows a
concave down parabolic shape similar to the ideal H ramp characteristic
in Fig. 38.
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Figure 42. Aircraft Model with Ideal (Infinite Bandwidth)
Pitch Attitude Dynamics
B. REVIEW OF LANDING DATA
With the foregoing considerations of pilot strategy hypotheses, we
can now turn to examination of actual shuttle landing data.
1. Landing Condltions/Situations
A summary of factors related to the STS-2* through -7 landings,
extracted from Refs. 18 through 29, are presented in Table 5. This
indicates that there were a minimum of external or head-up landing aids
for the first few landings. Also the assistance of the third crew mem-
ber to reduce cockpit workload was not available until STS-5 and subse-
quent flights. The commander of STS-4 actually commented that he had
difficulty judging preflare, and worked hard during the landing. With
the additional aids starting at STS-5, one might expect that the pilot
workload to be lower with perhaps improved touchdown performance.
The first four flights were considered test flights, and there was
interest in validating performance of the automatic guidance and path
*An in-flight data recorder malfunction resulted in the loss of
essential data from STS-I and thus this first flight is not included in
our analysis.
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TABLE 5. ORBITER APPROACH AND LANDING CONDITION SUMMARY
FLIGHT
AIDS
PAPI LIGHTS
BALL-BAR
HUD
3rd CREWMAN
MANUAL
TAKEOVER ALT.
PREFLARE
TOUCHDOWN
SURFACE
DISTANCE
SPEED
ENVIRONMENT
VISIBILITY
WIND
STS-2
NO
NO
NO
NO
2000'
1750'
LAKE BED
SHORT
SLOW
CLEAR
HIGH
HEAl)WIND
STS-3
NO
NO
NO
NO
120'
AUTO
SAND
STRIP
SHORT
FAST
BLOWING
SAND
HIGH
STS-4
NO
NO
NO
NO
2500'
?
RUNWAY
SHORT
FAST
CLEAR
HIGH
STS-5
YES
YES
NO
YES
HAC
1750'
RUNWAY
SHORT
FAST
CLOUDS
~I9K'
CALM
STS-6
YES
YES
YES
YES
HAC
?
RUNWAY
SHORT
FAST
CLEAR
GUSTY
22 KT
HEAl)WIND
STS-7
YES
YES
YES
YES
HAC
1750'
LAKEBED
ON
FAST
CLEAR
I0 KT
HEADWIND
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control modes leading eventually to a fully automatic landing. There-
fore, manual takeover was initiated at different points in the steep
glide or preflare on STS-2, -3, and -4. It became apparent on STS-3
that the time required for the pilot to adapt to his closed-loop control
task was significant, and that early manual takeover was advisable to
provide time for the pilot to obtain a feel for the Orbiter response
characteristics and settle into the control task. For the next four
flights the crew not only took over manual control for the heading
alignment circle (HAC) phase, but retained manual control through to
touchdown.
The touchdown surface is of interest in that the lakebed offers a
much longer and less constrained landing and rollout target than does
the concrete runway. Therefore, touchdown performance is more important
for runway landings. This leads to tighter closed-loop control (as
demonstrated by the PIO which occurred with the ALT-5 landing) and the
need for more precise setup through each of the approach segments lead-
ing up to the final flare. Most touchdowns have occurred short of the
landing aim point. On STS-2 this might be attributed in part to a low
energy state brought about by high winds, an untimely sweep of the speed
brake, and re-engagement of the automatic approach/landing system at
termination of the HAC. As a result, the crew had to fly a maximum L/D
attitude to get to the lakebed. This touchdown was slow and only some
900 ft beyond the runway threshold. The other short touchdowns all
occurred at higher than nominal speeds. Pilot comments tend to indicate
problems in judging touchdown or in "holding off" touchdown to bleed off
airspeed because of being located slightly behind the center of rotation
for pitch attitude changes while the main gear is far aft. The pilots
not only have problems in judging pitch attitude, but also in judging
the sinking of the main gear due to small attitude adjustments to "hold
off" the sink rate at the cockpit.
Finally, environmental conditions may have contributed to touchdown
problems encountered on STS-3 in that the pilot's visibility and depth
perception may have been adversely affected by blowing sand. Gusty
winds and a large increasing wind shear from 2500 ft to the ground were
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encountered by STS-6. Also for this flight the outer aim point marker
was underwater, and the crew was advised to use the inner marker. The
crew was then confused as to whether the HUDwas aligned to the outer or
inner glide slope. This mayhave increased the workload somewhat.
The foregoing factors should be kept in mind when interpreting the
time traces for each landing as presented and discussed in following
sections of this report.
2. Extraction of Control Strategies
To briefly review the landing task, the preflare, shallow approach,
and flare nominally are individual segments which may involve different
control loop structures. The preflare is a constant pitch rate maneuver
and vehicle pitch rate, or its equivalent is displayed to the pilot
(either head down or up). The superaugmented vehicle dynamics response
is that of pitch rate command/attltude hold (RCAH). Pilot actuation of
the rotational hand controller (RHC) directly commands vehicle pitch
rate. During this flight segment one would expect the time traces to
show relatively constant RHC deflection, pitch rate, and normal accele-
ration.
For the shallow glide portion, the control task is more complicated
in that pitch control becomes an inner loop to sink rate or flight path
control. The approximate short-term (quasi-steady speed) path to atti-
tude transfer function is
1_ sNl_ Uo
-- ffi _ "-- (42)
0 N 0_ (T _ s + I)
where the Orbiter path lag, T02 is about 2.0 sec.
The shallow glide and final flare control strategy may be identified
from the altltude/slnk rate phase plane (hodograph) shown hypothetically
in Fig. 46. If the shallow glide region has constant flight path angle
Yo' the phase plane trajectory will be a straight sloping llne. If the
sink rate is constant, the glide trajectory will be horizontal. In the
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Figure 46. Idealized Altitude/Sink Rate Phase Plane Trajectory
for the Shallow Glide and Flare Assuming an Exponential Flare
final flare region, if sink rate is scheduled proportional to altitude
(an exponential flare), the phase plane is a straight llne with slope
-I/Tf. The slope reflects the relative weighting given to arresting
sink rate as altitude decreases and therefore can vary significantly.
If any other relationship is employed, the flare phase plane will be
curved as noted in the previous subsection.
Perhaps the easiest strategy for the final flare is to change pitch
attitude in a stepwise manner, and let sink rate decay with the open-
loop 2 sec (Te2) time constant noted above. If sink rate should be con-
trolled in a closed-loop manner as a function of altitude, flare
response time constants greater than Te2 could result. Detection of
either of these two path control strategies should be evident from the
pilot's RHC inputs. They are also indicated by the flare time constant
obtained from the hodograph, i.e., Tf _ T82 and little or no RHC activ-
ity in the final seconds of the flare indicates precognitive control of
sink rate; whereas a Tf _ Te2 implies closed-loop piloted control of
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sink rate. Interpretation of the hodographs will be considered further
in the following subsection.
a. Time History and Hodo_raph Views
Time traces and altltude/slnk rate hodographs for the STS-2 through
-7 landings are presented in Figs. 47 through 57. The RHC, pitch rate,
and normal acceleration time traces are from the MMLE database (see
Ref. 4). Altitude and vertical speed are from the cinetheodollte data-
base (Ref. 4). The figures which contain only H, H, and hodograph plots
are expanded scale data which covers only the final 10 to 15 sec of the
landing. This generally includes the portion of flight which would
encompass the end of preflare, shallow glide, and final flare, if such
segments are identifiable. It should be noted in the hodographs that
the altitude reference point (Orbiter nose) is set to zero ground level
at the touchdown point (to remove the 20 to 30 ft nose altitude biases
seen in the altitude time histories).
Termination of each path segment and start of the next is generally
signalled in the time traces by a larger than usual RHC pulse, which is
then followed by a somewhat changed control technique. An excellent
example is Fig. 50 in which the discrete pilot inputs that terminate the
preflare and initiate the final flare appear quite distinct on the RHC
trace. Gaining confidence that these spikes do represent such precogni-
tive pilot activity requires examining the resulting responses in air-
craft attitude and normal acceleration, and finally relating these
events to "corners" of the hodograph. This process must account at
least approximately for the associated vehicle response lags among the
state variables. By accepting a certain amount of subjectivity and
judgment, shallow glide and final flare initiation points can be defined
on the RHC trace for each flight (except STS-2 where recorded data drop-
out again was encountered). But tracing these discrete events through
the attitude and path responses to the hodograph is complicated since
"precognitive" pilot inputs are generally more complex than a series of
simple impulses. Thus, the effective lag between an identified RHC
"event" and the resulting response in the hodograph varies somewhat.
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After some iteration the shallow glide and final flare initiation
response points have been defined as_and_respectively on the hodo-
graphs. There is an inevitable subjectivity and uncertainty in the
extracted parameters which might ultimately be improved by the use of
more sophisticated identification algorithms and computational proce-
dures; however, such steps were felt to be inappropriate at this stage
of analysis. Thus, the approach here has been to make a simple best
estimate of the basic model parameters, and then examine the implica-
tions for the six flights examined. The most fundamental test of the
validity of the parameter extraction process is whether or not gross
inconsistencies and obvious impossibilities are implied downstream in
the analysis.
In all flights an attempt is made to identify each sequential seg-
ment; although in some instances the short time span between_and
make it unlikely that the segments are indeed separable, rather than one
continuous flare to touchdown.
The flights will be analyzed individually in the following:
STS-2 -- The onboard data recording system suffered data dropout
during most of the time segments of interest (Fig. 47a). However, the
relatively smooth responses of the pitch rate and normal acceleration
traces are indications the initial preflare was accomplished on auto-
land. Reversion to manual occurred at about 12 sec on the trace time
scale. The flight segments are identified on the basis of the Fig. 47b
time trace in which the sudden oscillation is interpreted as an
attempt to terminate the preflare and initiate shallow glide. However,
the short time span of this transient certainly leaves it open to ques-
tion as to whether this was the start of final flare. If one assumes
the final flare was initiated at f , the average slope for the hodograph
between that point and touchdown produces a flare time constant of
2 sec, which is the sameas the Te2 path time constant. Prior to this
final flare the hodograph is essentially a straight line which indicates
one long exponent preflare with a time constant Tf = 2.84 sec. The gen-
erally concave downwardtrajectory following the point identified as (o)
could also reflect a final ramp e strategy (as in Fig. 45) and the
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roughly 3.5 rad/sec oscillations at 5 see before touchdown, a slight PIO
due to tightening of attitude control as the vehicle approached touch-
down.
STS-3 -- The first 20 sec of the Fig. 48 time traces again reflect
autoland operation since _HC is zero. At 20 sec the commandertook
over manual control, and made several large nose-down (and up) inputs
prior to touchdown at about 30 sec. The initial input appears to be to
stop the preflare, increase sink rate, and avoid ballooning. This is
followed by a large pilot induced oscillation to touchdown. Twoaspects
of the RHC inputs are of particular interest. First, there is an
absence of the pulse and wait type control, which one would expect with
rate command/attitude hold type inner loop control where path control is
well in hand. Second, the large one and one-half cycle divergent input
oscillation may indicate the pilot was concentrating on gaining direct
control over altitude or sink rate, and mayhave dropped the inner atti-
tude closure.
The H, H, and hodograph traces of Fig. 49 also reflect the rather
unstable nature of the STS-3 landing. The hodograph seems to indicate
an attempt to establish a shallow glide at the rather high sink rate of
15 ft/sec. This was followed by the 4 to 4.5 rad/sec oscillation
between 6 and 8 sec on the H time history. This frequency is too high
to be a path mode response, and indeed is not apparent in the normal
acceleration (n) trace of Fig. 48. Therefore the oscillation preceding
point,on the H trace and hodograph may be some anomaly of the cine
measurement of nose movement. The large amplitude oscillation from
point,to touchdown (last 2.5 or 3 sec) is visible in the H and n
traces, and apparently was an attempt to arrest the high sink rate.
Note that within this time frame the vehicle could have touched down at
a sink rate anywhere from 0 to -7.5 ft/sec. The flare time constant
averaged about 2 sec while arresting the sink rate from -15 ft/sec to
the -2.5 ft/sec at touchdown.
It appears from the hodograph that there was sufficient time follow-
ing manual takeover to establish a shallow glide at a sink rate of about
-I0 ft/sec, and then a smooth flare to touchdown. However, it is also
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apparent that the pilot RHCinputs were overly large, perhaps becausehe
had not established a "feel" for the aircraft response, and the situa-
tion rapidly deteriorated following the initial large nose-down input.
This has implications for the safety of any last second manual takeover
from an autoland system failure, and for muchearlier takeover on other
flights in order for the pilot to adapt to the landing control task.
STS-4 -- This was the first runway landing at Edwards, and was
accomplished with only the external aim point aids. The time traces of
Fig. 50 reflect the early manual takeover for STS-4 in which the pilot
performed the preflare, shallow glide, and final flare. The traces show
that the preflare was accomplished in a two step sequencewith the ini-
tial pitch rate averaging about 0.7 deg/sec, and then increasing to
about 2 deg/sec. This is consistent with the pilot's commentsthat he
had trouble judging the preflare, that he started preflare, but it felt
"hard" so he relaxed and then did another preflare when he had better
"visual." The RHCtrace for the shallow glide slope segment shows a
transition from essentially continuous rate commandtype control to a
rapid pulsing type control. This is followed by two nose-up pulses to
initiate final flare, and several small nose-downcorrective pulses. It
should be noted that this is one of the rare landings where pilot com-
mentary regarding the landing and flare technique (or strategy) is
available. In Ref. 23 the commandercommentedthat he relied upon altl-
tude calls by the pilot during flare. He then estimated sink rate based
upon the altitude and cadence of the calls and adjusted pitch attitude
accordingly. This clearly reflects an outer loop sink rate "error" com-
mandto an inner attitude loop control.
The traces and hodograph of Fig. 51 show the late part of the pre-
flare, a definite shallow glide with a sink rate of about -5 ft/sec, and
a final flare with time constant of about 1.26 sec. This Tf value and
the pilot's RHCactivity again indicate closed-loop control of sink rate
throughout the flare.
STS-5 -- This flight also landed on the runway at Edwards, and was
the first to have the ball-bar shallow glide aid. The traces of Fig. 52
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cover preflare, shallow glide, and final flare. It is somewhat diffi-
cult to detect where preflare ends and shallow glide begins on these
traces. This would tend to indicate the pilot was following the ball-
bar aid since its purpose is to guide a smooth transition from steep to
shallow glide slope. The pilot also commented that he had no problem
judging preflare. However, it is interesting to note the neutrally
damped oscillation which developed in pitch rate during the later por-
tion of preflare. This indicates a very tight pitch loop closure.
By the time the shallow glide slope was reached, the pilot had
adopted the pulse control technique. The transition to final flare was
accomplished by a series of up-down-up pulses after which the vehicle
was allowed to settle to touchdown in the attitude hold mode during the
final 5 sec of the landing. This final flare appears to have been ini-
tiated by the large _HC pulse at O and the following inputs were prob-
ably vernier adjustments to achieve the desired increment in pitch atti-
tude. Thus, the landing was nearly a precognitive step attitude change.
The flare time constant (Fig. 53) starts out to be approximately
2.85 sec but the later nose-up input at Qresults in a second identifi-
able path time constant of Tf = 2 sec = Te2.
STS-6 -- This flight landed on the runway at Edwards with the aid of
the PAPI lights, ball-bar system, and HUD. It is relatively easy to
identify preflare, shallow glide, and final flare in the time traces of
Fig. 54. Again a neutrally damped pitch oscillation developed near the
end of preflare. There is a distinct transition to pulse type control
for the shallow glide slope and landing. There is essentially no RHC
activity for the last 5 sec prior to touchdown.
The time histories and hodograph of Fig. 55 also show very decisive
segments for this landing. The shallow glide is held quite precisely at
-I0 ft/sec until final flare, which is initiated at a nose altitude of
about 50 ft. The final flare is almost an ideal exponential with a time
constant of 2.42 sec.
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Based on the minimum RHC activity in Fig. 54 and the smooth transi-
tions and segments of Fig. 55, it appears that the ground based landing
aids and HUD have reduced the control workload significantly.
STS-7 -- This flight was diverted at virtually the last minute from
landing at Kennedy to the lakebed at Edwards. The PAPI and ball-bar
ground aids were available, and it was the second landing with the
HUD. The time traces of Fig. 56 show a gradual change in RHC activity
from continuous rate command to a 3 cycle PIO (at about 4.2 rad/sec) and
finally the distinctly pulsive type control. Thus, there is little to
distinguish separate path segments. The time histories and hodograph of
Fig. 57 provide additional clues to indicate a possible transition
between_and_from the preflare to an apparent final flare. There is
a large nose-up pulse which produce a hesitation at a sink rate of about
-12 ft/sec and suggests start of shallow glide, but this is followed
immediately by a flare with a time constant of 4.6 sec. Since this
landing is on the lakebed where there is little concern for touchdown
point and landing roll, it appears the pilot was concentrating on
achieving a specific touchdown sink rate (and possibly speed). The
lightly damped path oscillation at about 2.3 rad/sec (also dlscernable
in the pitch rate of Fig. 56) and the rapid RHC pulsing suggests a
rather tightly closed sink rate loop which results in an almost neu-
trally stable path mode. This terminal RHC activity and the Tf
4.6 see flare time constant make it very clear that the pilot was able
to maintain sink rate proportional to altitude and was in closed-loop
control throughout the flare. Interestingly, the neutrally damped
closed-loop attitude and path modes demonstrated here are very close to
those predicted in the analysis of Ref. 12.
Figure 58 is a composite of the STS-2 through -7 hodographs, which
provides yet another perspective among the landings. There is consider-
able similarity in the two lakebed landings (STS-2 and -7) in that nei-
ther has a discernable shallow glide phase, but rather one almost con-
tinuous flare. It is likely the control strategy and loop structure
were the same in both. The three runway landings (STS-4, -5, and -6)
are similar in that each has a fairly distinct shallow glide at a sink
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rate of -I0 ft/sec or less followed by a flare at close to the vehicle
path response time constant. While there appears to be little differ-
ence in task accomplishment between these three hodographs, the time
traces for the pilot's RHC inputs in Figs. 50, 52, and 54 indicate a
definite decrease in activity, and therefore workload as the landing
aids (ground and HUD) came into use. The STS-3 landing bears little
resemblance to the others due to the late manual takeover and over-
control problems. Again all of the above has obvious implications on
pilot workload, landing performance, and possible safety for emergency
landings at less well-equipped or more restricted landing sites.
b. Flare and Touchdown Performance Parameter Summary
While there is value in focusing on the details of the individual
flights and seeking explanations of pilot activity on a flight-by-flight
basis, such conclusions, strictly speaking, apply only to the individual
flights and not to the characteristics of the vehicle in general. This
motivates use of the quantitative model of Fig. 32 to draw conclusions
which apply to the Orbiter and landing task as a whole from the ensemble
of landings.
The model of Fig. 32 is about as simple as possible, and involves
roughly a half dozen parameters that can be extracted from the time
traces at the times identified as initiation of shallow glide_and
final flare O in the hodographs. The parameters thus extracted are sum-
marized in Table 6 and Figs. 59 and 60.
Figure 59a compares the initial glide speeds for STS-2 through -7,
and shows fairly high consistency -- particularly after STS-3. However,
there is considerable variation in the initial glide altitude at the
main gear (Fig. 59b) even if the anomalous STS-3 case is neglected.
Figure 59c shows the shallow glide slope variable. The shallow
glide slope is difficult to extract precisely from the flight data;
these values were obtained by averaging H/V over the shallow glide
region. The values obtained are all less than the nominal 1.5 deg
except for STS-3, and show a significant variation. However, after the
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HUD became available on STS-6 and -7, the shallow glide is close to the
nominal -1.5 deg.
The initial flare speed summary of Fig. 60a shows variation similar
to that of the V o summary in Fig. 59a. This is consistent with the con-
stant deceleration model following the conclusion of preflare. Velocity
at any point in the trajectory is thus a function of time, and touchdown
time is controlled via sink rate.
The main gear flare height summary of Fig. 60b shows considerable
variation over the six flights, and does not appear related to H o. This
is to be expected since not all flights exhibited shallow glide of sig-
nificant duration.
The key control variable which the pilot selects in the hypothesized
multl-stage landing strategy is the flare time constant Tf. The "avail-
able" range of Tf is a critical point for flying qualities of the
Orbiter in landing. The vehicle can respond to flare law requirements
as long as the flare time constant required is greater than the flare
time constant available, i.e., the "path lag" T82. Thus, we expect to
find flare time constants not less than T82 which, for the shuttle land-
ing, is about 2 sec. This reference "boundary" is indicated in the-
flare time constant summary of Fig. 60c, and reveals that the observed
flare time constants are all near to T82 except for the STS-4 and -7
landings. As noted in conjunction with Figs. 47b and 53, the flare time
constant for STS-2 and -5 could be either 2 or 2.85 sec. Thus, both
values are reflected here. In the STS-4 landing (Fig. 51), if the ini-
tiation of final flare,had been selected at I0 sec on the trace
instead of II sec, Tf would be very close to 2 sec. Thus, the STS-4 Tf
may well have been 2 sec since, as indicated earlier, identification of
the point of flare initiation is based on an iteration between the vari-
ous traces and there is acknowledged uncertainty in the points selected.
T82 is not a "hard" limit since the pilot can attempt to flare
faster than T82 , as he may have in STS-4. It does represent a reference
beyond which we may expect that the pilot will have increased difficulty
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in achieving the desired flare performance, and consequently may be dis-
satisfied with the vehicle flying qualities in landing. The real inter-
est here is to define the circumstances under which a pilot might be
forced to "push the T82 limit" to achieve a satisfactory landing.
The values of touchdown sink rate at the nose, HTD, speed, VTD , and
glide and flare distance, XT, derived from the STS-2 through -7 cine-
theodolite data are summarized in Table 7. The distance is measured
from the assumed end of preflare as identified from the hodographs. In
addition, touchdown sink rate at the nose was translated to the main
gear based on vehicle geometry and pitch rate. Main gear sink rate,
vehicle speed, and glide distance at touchdown are plotted in bar chart
form in Fig. 61. Various constraints from Table 4 are also shown as
boundaries in Fig. 61. These constraints are best estimates based on
early autoland design information (Ref. 8), and do not necessarily
reflect the latest shuttle mission policies. More importantly, they do
not necessarily drive the pilots who have internal criteria we are try-
ing to discover. However, they provide a consistent representative set
for comparison.
TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF TOUCHDOWN SINK RATE AND SPEED
Mission
STS-2
STS-3
STS-4
STS-5
STS-6
STS-7
_TD
nose
(fps)
Cine
-0.70
-2.50
-0.40
-0.20
-0.50
-I .40
qTD
(deg/sec)
MMLE
0. I0
0.40
0.40
0.05
0.00
0.00
HTD
wheels
(fps)
-0.84
-3.04
-0.94
-0.27
-0.50
-I .40
V D
(f_s)
Cine
314.00
398.00
342.00
348.00
305.00
357.00
Cine
1990
4023
4966
4251
5061
5057
Mean -0.95 0.16 -1.17 344.00 4225
Std Dev 0.79 0.17 0.91 30.35 1078
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The touchdownsink rate summaryin Fig. 61a indicates that all land-
ings were well within the 6 fps (crosswlnd) sink rate limit, and only
the STS-3 landing exceeded the assumednominal region• However, that
landing could have exceeded the 6 fps limit if the vehicle had touched
down about ! sec earlier. All of the other landings have sink rates
below 1.5 fps, and tend to indicate a target value close to 1 fps.
Indeed a major conclusion to be derived from these data is that the
touchdown sink rate, when STS-3 is excluded, is remarkedly uniform for
all flights -- meanHTD= 0.86 ft/sec with a standard deviation of
0.38 ft/sec -- and differ markedly from the autoland based nominal.
The touchdown speed summary in Fig. 61b shows that the 225 kts
touchdown speed limit was exceeded only in the STS-3 landing. Three
flights were slightly higher and two slightly lower than the nominal
195 kts. Onestandard deviation in the achieved touchdownspeed is less
than the 30 kt difference between the upper limit and nominal VTD
values. If STS-3 is again excluded, the meanVTD= 333 ft/sec with a
standard deviation of 22.5 ft/sec.
Figure 61c compares the total distance traveled from the end of the
preflare pull-up (as identified in the hodographs) to touchdown. Estab-
lishing absolute constraints for distance is more difficult than for
HTDand VTD, since reference must be madeto the runway threshold. Fur-
ther the effective distance constraints certainly vary more amongthe
flights especially between lakebed and runway landings.
STS-2 was known to be low on energy and this is reflected in both
VTD and XT. Despite this (and with the exception of STS-3) touchdown
performance is quite consistent and adequate with respect to the Table 4
constraints. Whenit is recognized that this performance is attainable
with both precognitive and tight closed-loop control of sink rate, this
implies excellent and flexible performance for the pilot-vehlcle system.
The data of Fig. 61 also tends to indicate that most importance is
being attached to touchdown sink rate with touchdown velocity also being
weighted heavily. The latter is consistent with Ref. 7 in which it was
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stated that the difficulty of runway landings was reduced by setting VTD
criteria rather than XTD.
c. Correlation with the Flare Strate_/ Models
It was noted in the previous discussions concerning the landing hod-
ograph shapes and the flare time constants that two distinctly different
flare techniques appear to emerge. The exponential flare is the only
elementary strategy which produces a distinctly straight flare hodograph
over a range of conditions with a flare time constant that can be other
than T92. However, for sufficiently low altitude flares, open-loop
"step 8" strategies will also approach straight llne hodographs with an
indicated flare time constant close to T92 (Fig. 44). By considering
the effective flare time constant in conjunction with the amount of RHC
activity, it has been possible to separate landings which appear to be
largely precognitive from those which are largely closed-loop. On this
basis, the STS-5 and -6 landings appeared most strongly precognitive.
They showed little RHC activity after flare initiation and flare time
constants approaching TO2 _ 2 sec. The four other landings showed more
evidence of closed-loop control in flare. STS-7 in particular showed
distinct characteristics of a closed-loop exponential flare (H = H) with
continuous RHC activity, and a flare time constant (Tf = 4.6 sec) much
larger than T82.
Examination of pitch attitude time traces for these landings
(Fig. 62) further reinforces these conclusions. The step attitude
change to initiate both shallow glide and final flare is very apparent
for STS-5 and -6 whereas a continuous, essentially exponential, change
in pitch is seen in STS-7. The trace for STS-4 reflects almost a dou-
blet attitude change to initiate shallow glide but this is then followed
by a series of small step pitch changes. In all cases, however, the
final pitch attitude "target" appears to be about 8 deg since this atti-
tude is achieved some 3-4 sec prior to touchdown in almost all cases and
then held constant until touchdown.
Since STS-4, -5, -6 landed on the runway while STS-7 landed on the
lakebed (as did STS-2 and with a hodograph shape similar to STS-7) it
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would appear that the landing surface (in particular runway length) and
landing aids might be influencing the flare strategy. Unfortunately,
the reason (or reasons) for this behavior is not so readily apparent.
But it is of interest that the two lakebed landings show exponential
flare characteristics which require a control law with sink rate decay
proportional to altitude decay.
minimum of landing aids while
(Table 5).
Furthermore, STS-2 was landed with a
STS-7 enjoyed the full complement
The question that immediately comes to mind is "how did the pilot
obtain sink rate information sufficiently accurate to perform the expo-
nential flare?" It was noted in the discussion of the STS-4 landing
that the "pilot" called out altitude and airspeed during the flare
maneuver and the "commander" then estimated sink rate based upon the
cadence of calls and adjusted pitch attitude accordingly. Assuming this
is typical of all landings, this certainly provides reference informa-
tion but is hardly sufficient to achieve direct outer loop path control
with the precision reflected in Fig. 57. If, However, the commander has
pitch attitude displayed in some manner (HUD, reference lines on wind-
screen, etc.) then he might extract perturbation sink rate information
through the dynamic relationship of Eq. 42 which is shown in Bode asymp-
tote form in Fig. 63.
When Tf > Te2 then the amplitude ratio between h and e is constant
and the phase lag decreases as Tf increases. Therefore, the change in
sink rate is proportional to change in pitch attitude but with a small
time lag. Once the commander has learned (through training) the rela-
tionship between pitch attitude and sink rate he can then employ a three
parameter terminal control technique in which pitch attitude is
increased proportional to altitude decay and timed such that pitch atti-
tude reaches the 8 deg reference and velocity approaches 195 kt while
the vehicle is still a few feet off the ground. The sink rate is thus
reduced to approximately -I ft/sec (per Fig. 61a) and the attitude is
held constant until touchdown.
Now, upon reexamination of the hodographs (Figs. 51, 53, 55, and 57)
and the pitch attitude traces of Fig. 62, it is apparent that the two
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flare strategies are really much the same. The difference between the
"precognitive step e" and the "exponential" flare is, in reality, merely
a difference in the magnitude and numberof steps employed. Or in other
words, how tightly the attitude loop is closed. This in turn may be
dictated by factors such as energy state relative to desired touchdown
point, runway length constraints (runway vs. lakebed), etc.
It might be noted that this flare strategy will generally result in
a flare time constant !ar_er than Te2 since any attempt to maneuverat a
response mode above I/T82 will encounter an h/e amplitude ratio
decrease, and a significant increase the time lag between 8 and h. This
would drastically increase the pilots' workload.
3• Summary
One basic problem of the OFQ experiment has been to identify control
strategies and loop structures employed by the different Shuttle crews
in performing the critical task of final approach and flare. Due to
operational constraints this has had to be accomplished in a non-
intrusive, after-the-fact basis, without direct access to the flight
crews.
Despite significant differences in landing conditions, aids avail-
able, and seemingly individualistic control strategies, it has been pos-
sible in the foregoing to reconstruct the landings to the point of iden-
tifying
• different segments of each approach and flare
• specific flight path parameters being controlled
(strategy) in each segment
• loop structure employed (and hence vehicle
dynamic ranges of special concern)
• "target" vehicle response and/or performance
levels
This has been relatively straightforward for the steep glide through
shallow glide segments for runway landings due, in part, to the various
path aids available. However, the final flare segment has been more of
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a challenge for all landings since at least two different control strat-
egies appear to emerge. Both involve closure of pitch attitude as the
inner loop and altitude as the outer loop in a four parameter (H, H, 0,
V) terminal control strategy. But at one extreme the maneuver consists
of a precognitive step attitude change with the pulse input timed at an
altitude and sink rate for which the basic vehicle path response will
transition the vehicle from the shallow glide to a near nominal touch-
down. This appears to be a relatively low gain closure of the inner
loop since a pulse and wait type control activity is employed. At the
other extreme, both loops appear tightly closed as the pilot performs an
exponential flare in which pitch attitude (and hence sink rate) is
adjusted proportional to altitude. The rapid stick pulsing is also
indicative of lead generation in the presence of a K/s 2 controlled ele-
ment. The choice between the two techniques may depend upon how soon
(and well) the vehicle is stabilized on the proper shallow glide path.
The task remains to relate these findings to flying qualities
requirements or criteria. This also is complicated by the fact that
flight crews have not provided flying quality ratings, indications of
workload, or any other commentary for the above task. For this we are
forced to rely upon comparisons drawn from other information sources.
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SECTION IV
DESIGN CRITERIA ISSUES FOE SHUTTLE CRAFT
In this section a review of flying quality criteria relevant to
pitch attitude and flight path control is presented. It is shown that
aircraft responses and criteria derived from conventional fighter air-
craft are not generally applicable to large superaugmented aircraft such
as the Shuttle. More appropriate pitch rate response and time delay
criteria are suggested. Problems with pitch rate command/attitude hold
(RCAH) control in the landing flare as opposed to attitude command/
attitude hold (ACAH) are addressed, and the preference for the latter
noted. Possible influence of the pilot's control manipulator configura-
tions on the preference for ACAH over RCAH is also explored.
A. REVIEW OF FLYING QUALITY CRITERIA
RELEVANT TO ADVANCED AIRCRAFT
I. Space Shuttle Longitudinal F1ylngQualltles
Specification and Assessment
Because the Shuttle is always operated as a closed-loop system vehi-
cle, the conventional MIL Spec open-loop aircraft format for flying
qualities was considered to be inappropriate when the Shuttle specifica-
tions were being formulated. Instead Shuttle pitch axis flying quali-
ties were specified (Ref. 30) in the time domain by an indiclal response
criterion with different normalized pitch rate boundaries for subsonic,
supersonic, and hypersonic flight regimes. Since there is a dearth of
comparative flying quality data for other than the subsonic conditions,
only this regime will be considered herein. The initial circa 1973,
subsonic response boundaries (Ref. 30) are shown by the dashed lines in
Fig. 64. The solid boundaries of Fig. 64 reflect a later flight control
system specification (Ref. 31) against which performance was verified
(Ref. 32) prior to first flight.
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Figure 64. Specified Shuttle Pitch Rate Response Boundaries
The origins of and rationale behind the various boundaries are not
well documented. The circa 1973 boundaries were presumably drawn pri-
marily on the basis of simulation experience. The current (circa 1977)
expanded boundaries also reflect piloted simulation of the Shuttle
itself, and the allowable response excursions under conditions of vari-
ous flight control component tolerance build-ups, off-nominal trajectory
conditions, etc. It should be noted that the Shuttle boundary specifi-
cation recognizes but one "level" of flying qualities because the fly-
by-wire flight control system is quad-redundant, and theoretically there
should be no change in flying qualities even in the presence of multiple
dissimilar control system failures.
The simple time response boundary specification represents a signif-
icant departure from the specification concepts employed by the military
(Ref. 33). Therefore a direct comparison of the Fig. 64 boundaries and
time responses of other highly augmented aircraft configurations, plus a
comparison of Shuttle response parameters with other existing or pro-
posed flying qualities criteria, follows.
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a. Evaluation A_ainst NT-33 Fli_htExperience
Two flight experiments provide relevant dynamic response and accom-
panying flying quality rating data. These are the Landing and Approach
Higher Order System (LAHOS) Study (Ref. 34) and the "Neal-Smlth experi-
ment" (Ref. 35). Both of these experiments were performed using the
Calspan variable stability NT-33 aircraft, and both were designed to
examine the effect of higher order control system elements which produce
unconventional response modes. The basic approach to evaluation is to
apply the Shuttle pitch rate specification to these data to see if it
will discriminate between good and bad flying qualities. There is a
conceptual problem with this approach, however. Although the NT-33 uses
pitch feedbacks to augment the short-perlod, the attitude numerator zero
remains conventional II/T82 ) since the airframe has significant static
margin, and there is no forward loop integrator (hence, no I/Tq) equiva-
lent to that in the Shuttle. Thus, the differences noted in the discus-
sion concerning Fig. 20 must be kept in mind when comparing these data
to the Shuttle specifications.
The LAHOS study was built around an approach and landing (Cate-
gory C) task in which the evaluation flights were made through touch-
down. A large number of configurations were evaluated, usually by two
pilots with repeat evaluations being made randomly for many of the con-
figurations. From these, six configurations have been selected as par-
ticularly relevant to assessment of the Shuttle pitch rate response cri-
terion. These are divided into two groups. The first group shown in
Fig. 65 consists of three configurations which exceed both the Refs. 30
and 31 Shuttle boundaries. These are characterized by rapid rise time
and significant overshoot, and have overall pilot ratings equal to or
better than 3-1/2, i.e., MIL Spec Level 1 flying qualities. In the
LAHOS experiment, pilots gave a Cooper-Harper pilot rating for the over-
all task of approach and landing through touchdown. The ratings shown
are two-pilot averages except for 3-c.
Figure 66 shows the three LAHOS configurations in the second group,
i.e., those that d__o_omeet both sets of Shuttle response criteria. All
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have overall pilot ratings between 6 and 7, i.e., flying qualities
between MIL Spec Level 2 and Level 3. It should be noted that Configu-
ration 4-0, which is the most rapidly responding of the three was rated
by only one pilot; and thus, the rating cannot be considered as reliable
as those for the other two configurations. These configurations, when
compared to the previous group, are characterized by less overshoot,
longer rise time, and greater effective time delay.
Thus in summary, the LAHOS data indicates that for six configura-
tions relevant to the Shuttle, three configurations which did not meet
the Shuttle response criteria had _ (Level I) flying qualities, and
three which di___dmeet the criteria had poor (Levels 2 to 3) flying quali-
ties.
The Neal-Smith study was performed before LAHOS, and was similar in
concept. However, the flight scenario was Category B (up-and-away
flight), and the task was rather general with the pilots instructed to
"rapidly acquire and track distant air and ground targets." It is felt
that thls task is analogous to the Shuttle tasks in the initial part of
Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM). Eighteen Neal-Smlth configura-
tions are compared to the Shuttle pitch rate response boundaries in
Ref. I, and give very similar results to the LAHOS results, i.e., con-
figurations with good flying qualities ratings generally exceeded the
Shuttle pitch rate boundaries; and conversely, those configurations with
poor ratings generally met the criteria. However, to repeat, the LAHOS
and Neal-Smlth data obtained in a statically stable aircraft having a
conventional CI/T_)pitch numerator and no forward loop integration,
may not be relevant to the larger Shuttle with its unconventional rela-
tionship between altitude and path dynamics.
b. Evaluation A_ainst High Performance Aircraft
To provide further assessment of the Shuttle pitch rate response
boundaries, the responses of four high performance aircraft in approach
flight conditions were compared to the boundaries in Ref. I. The four
are the YF-12, the YF-17, and two fly-by-wire aircraft referred to as
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"A" and "B." One of the latter incorporates forward loop integration
during the approach and landing phase of flight.
Figure 67 shows the responses of two aircraft considered to have
good landing flying qualities, the YF-12 and YF-17, compared to the
Shuttle boundaries. It may be seen that the YF-17 response (which was
obtained from an in-fllght simulation of the YF-17 modified flight con-
trol system in the LAHOS program) exceeds the upper boundaries of both
Refs. 30 and 31. However, these two configurations may be categorized
as having both fairly rapid rise and settling times and very little ini-
tial delay.
Figure 68 shows the comparison for early versions of the two fighter
aircraft, both of which were reported to have flying qualities problems
in landing. These aircraft also overshoot the upper boundary, but have
larger effective time delays, slower rise times, and much longer set-
tling times than the YF-12 and YF-17 shown in the previous figure. For
both modern fighters, the source of the delay is primarily high order
lags within the control system including, in one, a significant computa-
tional delay in the digital flight control system. The characteristics
for both aircraft have since been modified by reducing the delays and
other FCS changes.
c. Assessment of the Shuttle A_alnst
Its Own Specification
Figure 69 shows a comparison of the Shuttle with its pitch rate
boundaries. The response is the linearized models of Fig. 26 derived
from the STS-4 flight data. It shows the Shuttle meets the criterion as
presently defined. Compared to the YF-12 and YF-17 (Fig. 67), the Shut-
tle exhibits greater effective time delay, rise time, and settling time,
and has considerably less overshoot. Compared to Modern Fighters A and
B (Fig. 68), the most significant differences are the lower overshoot
and longer rise time of the Shuttle. Extensive verification simulations
with detailed models conducted by Shuttle contractors (Ref. 32) also
have shown that the Shuttle generally satisfies the present criteria
even for many off-nomlnal flight conditions. Figure 69 also includes
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time response boundaries derived from the experiments of Refs. 36 and 37
discussed next, and show the Shuttle also meets these boundaries.
d. Assessment Against Class II and III Relaxed
Static Stability Aircraft Simulation
Two recent simulation studies provide the best available data rele-
vant to the flying qualities of "superaugmented" relaxed static stabil-
ity aircraft. The program discussed in Refs. 36 and 37 involved simula-
tion of a relaxed static stability (RSS) version of the Fokker F-28
medium transport on the NLR ground simulator and on the Calspan TIFS
aircraft. A rate command/attltude hold FCS was employed, which was
somewhat different in concept from the Shuttle system, however, some of
the configurations are of interest.
A second TIFS simulation of interest is the Calspan "million pound
airplane" study of Refs. 38 and 39, which was in part devoted to study
of Shuttle related issues. Three "airframes" were simulated -- "long
aft tail, ....short aft tail," and "canard" -- which essentially differed
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only in Z6e, and therefore in instantaneous center of rotation location
for elevator inputs. Other variables in the experiment were the two FCS
designs (one of which was identical to the Shuttle concept), effective
time delays, and pilot location.
I. NLR Experiments. The NLR experiment, Refs. 36 and 37, employed
an FCS (shown conceptually in Fig. 70) somewhat more general than the
Shuttle system. In particular, the feedback time constant, Tq, and the
feedforward time constant, _m, were varied independently. The configu-
rations of interest here are the four in the "F" series (see Fig. 71) in
which I/Tq = Ks/Kq was fixed at 1.40 sec -I while I/Tm was varied between
0.186 sec -I and 0.870 sec -I. The resulting pitch rate response to com-
mand transfer functions are tabulated in Table 8 in the form
K(I/TsI)(I/T_)CI/_m)
q_c S) = [i/T_P2J[i/T_PlJ[_,,_ ]
(43)
This represents a "superaugmented" configuration to the extent that
I =" _I = 0.0835 sec -I
T' TSI
sP 2
1 . 1
T' T82
sP 1
= 0.715 sec -I
and thus
K(II Tin)
qS_(cS) - [_, _1
The effective attitude zero is thus (I/T m). Unfortunately, only one
value of I/T m is slightly greater than I/T82 , and thus these configura-
tions do not provide data specifically relevant to the Shuttle path/
attitude issue (i.e., the I/Tq >> I/T82 situation). However, some ten-
tative conclusions may be reached. In particular, the normalized time
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TABLE 8. _s) TRANSFER FUNCTIONS, F CONFIGURATIONS
qc OF REFERENCE 37
CONF.
F-l
F-2
F-3
F-4
|tad/s[
q_c s), Lrad/s j
90.4(0.0835)(0.715)(0.186)
45.0(0.0835)(0.715)(0.372)
A !
27.0(0.0835)(0.715)(0.621)
A !
19.3(0.0835)(0.715)(0.868)
A!
a' = (0.0780)(0.857)(10.)[0.703, 1.194]
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responses to step commands,Fig. 71, show that increasing the frequency
of the effective attitude zero (at least to I/T m _ I/T82) improves
flying qualities. It also shows that this variation increases rise time
while decreasing overshoot. The Fig. 71 trend when compared to the
LAHOSdata correlation in Figs. 65 and 66, strengthens the argument that
"superaugmented" aircraft have "unconventional" flying qualities. As an
aside, it should be noted that the F-4 configuration is essentially a
conventional aircraft in that the effective attitude lead is close
to I/T82. It is also of interest to note that the best-rated (Level I)
F-4 configuration (though not technically Shuttle-llke as noted)
satisfies the present Shuttle pitch rate specification.
Time domain pitch response criteria for transport aircraft, similar
in concept to the Shuttle criterion, were proposed in the NLR study.
They consist of rise time and settling time boundaries as shown in
Fig. 71. The settling time requirement is only slightly "tighter" than
the Shuttle spec, but the rise time requirement is notably more strin-
Interestingly, there is no NLR requirement proposed for over-gent.
shoot.
2. TIFS Million Pound Airplane. The "million pound airplane" study
(Refs. 38 and 39) provides an interesting comparison between what are
perhaps the two fundamental approaches to augmentation of RSS aircraft,
the Shuttle-type q, fq ÷ _ system and the "Ma augmentor," a pure
gain a ÷ _e system. Either system will provide a stable vehicle, but
with different side effects -- e.g., sensitivity to turbulence for the
system and neutral speed stability for the q system. On the basis of
gross comparison between the two, the (higher gain) q systems were rated
better by the evaluation pilots.
For the Shuttle-like pitch rate systems, several gain levels and two
Tq values were used to vary the augmented aircraft response. Of these,
only one configuration was (technically) similar to the Shuttle (i.e.,
I/Tq > I/Tsp I > I/T02). This was a short aft tail, extra high Kq
configuration with I/Tq = 2.0 sec -I. The effective augmented vehicle
model is
q' = 2.29(2.0)e -0"lls
qc [0.54, 2.14] (44)
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which is quite close to the Shuttle OFTmodel (Eq. 8c). A step response
for this dynamic model is shown in Fig. 72 to meet the Shuttle specifi-
cation. Unfortunately, only a single pilot rating is available for this
configuration (CHPR= 4). Pilot commentsdo not indicate a specific
problem.
,*
Three Ref. 38 "high Kq pitch rate system configurations differ
technically from the effective Shuttle dynamics in that I/Tsp I > I/Tq >
I/Te2. However, these configurations are superaugmented in the sense
that the effective dynamics are dominated by the FCS parameters.
Figure 73 shows the step response for one case, a short aft tail, high
Kq configuration with Tq = 1 sec. The overshoot, while less than the
maximum in the present Shuttle boundary, is extended somewhat further,
and the rise time is also fairly large. Nonetheless, this pitch rate
response is not too far removed from the exemplary boundaries. This
configuration was evaluated by both pilots in the study, and received
generally good ratings. In its second evaluation by one pilot, it was
given a Cooper-Harper rating of I, which is extremely unusual (the same
pilot initially evaluated it as 4). The pilot commentary indicates ini-
tial problems in trim basically in attempting to "Keep the airspeed and
attitude organized." After familiarization, however, the same pilot
noted that "Airspeed control is excellent. Once I get it trimmed up, it
virtually holds the airspeed, holds attitude, and stays trimmed in
turns." The other pilot indicated that "airspeed control was good, pre-
dictable." His summary comment was "No major problems; an excellent
airplane." From these comments it would appear that in precision path
control, a superaugmented configuration may indeed exhibit good flying
qualities. There does appear to be a potential familiarization problem,
although this is rapidly overcome. This one flight data point goes a
long way toward justifying a position that heavily augmented RSS air-
craft, especially as they approach the superaugmented condition, cannot
satisfactorily be judged by criteria or compared with data from conven-
tional aircraft.
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e. Summary
The preceding has indicated that flying qualities assessments
obtained with conventional (statically stable) highly augmented vehicles
may not be applicable to Shuttle-llke superaugmented vehicles. It has
also shown that the Shuttle time domain pitch rate boundary compares
favorably with the pitch rate response characteristics of RSS highly
augmented vehicles rated Level I. However, the Shuttle boundary may
unduly restrict overshoot but not sufficiently restrict effective time
delay and response rise time. It would appear that the NLR boundaries
might be more appropriate for response rise time and settling time, and
that new requirements might be needed to restrict effective time delay.
One definite criticism can be made of the Shuttle specification; it con-
siders pitch attitude control only without explicit regard for flight
path control.
2. Assessment of the Shuttle Against
MIL-F-8785C and Other Proposed Criteria
The Shuttle OFT, the Shuttle Approach and Landing Test (ALT) vehi-
cle, the four aircraft of the preceding Section I, and some additional
"reference" aircraft were compared in Ref. I to the present U.S. Mili-
tary flying qualities specification, MIL-F-8785C (Ref. 33). The MIL
Spec was considered not as a superior approach, but rather because it is
probably the most widely used and well established flying qualities
specification. It therefore codifies much of the specification data and
lore of flying qualities research and concepts.
MIL-F-8785C contains three requirements which are potentially rele-
vant to Shuttle pitch control: "Short-perlod frequency and acceleration
sensitivity" (Section 3.2.2.1.1); "Short-perlod damping" (Section
3.2.2.1.2); and "Dynamic characteristics" (Section 3.5.3, Table XIV).
No problems are indicated with respect to short-perlod damping for any
of the aircraft considered here, and this requirement will not be dis-
cussed further. However, application of short-period frequency require-
ments to the Shuttle presents some important conceptual problems that
require some background discussion.
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a. Consideration in LOES Modeling
It is widely recognized that application of the frequency domain
specifications of the MIL Spec to highly augmented aircraft requires
some form of "lower order equivalent system" (LOES) model. LOES models
are generally formulated by numerically fitting a low order form to a
high order system (HOS) transfer function numerically via a digital com-
puter program. This form is specified a-prlori with variable parameters
to be adjusted to a best fit of the HOS. The LOES form is generally
taken as that for a classical unaugmented airframe with the idea that at
least some of the flying qualities data accumulated over the years for
conventional aircraft could thereby be extended to highly augmented air-
craft. By extension of this reasoning, the flying qualities specifica-
tion formats developed for conventional aircraft could also be used for
some highly augmented aircraft.
For longitudinal pitch attitude control, the LOES model is usually
based on the short-perlod approximation, Eq. 23. This led to a contro-
versy over whether I/Te 2 should be allowed to vary in the numerical fit-
ting process (the "galloping L_" issue) or be fixed at the classical
value of I/T62 _ -Z w. The more or less generally accepted present view
seems to be noted in Ref. 40 -- namely that the pitch attitude and path
angle (or reasonable surrogates thereof), HOS transfer functions should
be fitted simultaneously. For fairly conventional aircraft this pro-
duces a I/T92 near the classical airframe value, and thus a generally
acceptable alternative procedure is to fix I/T 62 at the airframe value
during the fitting process. When this is done for the Shuttle OFT, the
result is (Ref. 2)
q_c s) 2"26(0"54)e-0"213s= [0.728, I.I04] (45)
This conventional LOES modeling concept is fundamentally different
from the analytical LOES approach used to derive the literal approxima-
tion to q/qc given in Eq. 8c. In particular, the significant difference
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between I/Tq _ _e = 1.5 see-I in Eq. Be, and the considerably lower
I/T82 = 0.54 see-l , and _ = 1.104 found in Eq. 45 should be noted. Also
the effective time delay is larger in Eq. 45 than in Eq. 8c.
b. MIL Spec Short-Perlod Requirements
The short-perlod frequency and acceleration sensitivity requirement
relates pitch attitude and path (normal acceleration) response through
the Control Anticipation Parameter (CAP) defined in the time domain by
Bihrle (Ref. 41) as
CAP =_ B(0) (46)
HSS
which under the short-perlod approximation is
CAP = 8(0) (47)
(Uo/g) 8ss
parameters)
i.e.,
CAP is generally computed from an approximation (in frequency domain
based on conventional (short period) airframe dynamics,
A
CAP " [Uo/'g'l[1/Te2J = n/a
(48)
For the Shuttle OFT, this gives CAP = 0.246 see -2 at n/a = 5.6 g/rad.
On this basis the Shuttle OFT (and ALT) would be Level 1 on the MIL Spee
Category C short-period frequency requirements, Fig. 74, and would com-
pare favorably to other large conventional aircraft.
However, this conclusion must also be qualified in light of the
Shuttle's unconventional pitch attitude dynamics. Even if the concept
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of CAP is valid for the Shuttle, calculating it by Eq. 48 is not.
Instead using the analytic LOES model Eq. 8c with Eq. 47;
CAP "- [Uo/gJ[i/TqJ = 0.143 sec -2 (49)
Since n/= is independent of pitch attitude dynamics, the 3 parameters of
the MIL Spec short-perlod frequency requirements are for the OFT
_n = 1.40 see -l ,
CAP = 0.14 sec -2,
n/_ = 5.6 g/tad
This set of characteristics cannot be accommodated by Fig. 74, which
implies the MIL Spec requirement is inappropriate for Shuttle-like
superaugmented aircraft.
c. Effective Time Delay
The military flying quality (Ref. 33) specification defines effec-
tive time delay in terms of 8/F s or nz/FS, where Te is taken as the
greater value of the two. Thus, Te is the effective time delay between
pilot force at the manipulator and vehicle 8 or nz response. By con-
strast, most of the available data concerning _e reflects measurements
between manipulator displacement and vehicle response. Therefore, the
feel system dynamics lag (delay increment) between force application and
manipulator deflection is included in the Ref. 33 criterion; whereas it
must be added to most other data in order to make a direct comparison.
Typically, this feel system effective time delay contribution can be
expected to be about 0.05 sec.
Figure 75 shows the effective time delay (T) based on the conven-
tional LOES for the Shuttle ALT and OFT (Ref. 2), and the four aircraft
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examined previously compared to the tlme delay requirements of MIL-F-
8785C. It may readily be seen that the two aircraft earlier identified
as having good flying qualities, the YF-12 and YF-17, have the lowest
effective tlme delay, and both are well within the Level 1 requirements
of 8785C although the YF-17 would probably be Level 2 if the feel system
contribution is to be added. The Shuttle configurations both have much
larger tlme delays, which fall Into the Level 3 region, and are compar-
able to Modern Fighters A and B noted earlier as having precision
approach and landing problems. And to be further noted, the Fighter A
Te Is based on stick force input while Fighter B may be based on stick
position input.
However, a comparison in Flg. 75 of flying quality level boundaries
from MIL-F-8785C and from an experiment on the NASA-Dryden F-8 aircraft
(Ref. 42) indicates the MIL Spec requirements (which are not well docu-
mented) may be overly restrictive. The Ref. 42 data based upon stick
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position input indicates the Shuttle and both Fighters A and B to be
Level 2, and the YF-12 and YF-17 to definitely be Level I.
These difficulties with the present MIL Spec led to the following
comparison of the Shuttle and the other reference aircraft to several
new concepts for flying qualities criteria.
d. The CAP' Specification
As noted recently by Bischoff (Ref. 43), the control anticipation
parameter must be redefined for aircraft with effective time delay
since 8(0) = 0 in this case. Bischoff defines on the basis of a unit
step stick force input, a more general control anticipation parameter,
CAP', as
emaXHOS
CAP ' -- (50)
nss
where the maximum pitch acceleration, _axHos , will occur sometime after
the input. CAP' is further extended to the conventional short-period
LOES model giving an approximate form denoted CAP_.
Reference 43 does not address the question of the validity of
extending CAP to systems with significant effective time delay, but does
propose a specification by defining flying qualities levels in the
CAP_ - Te plane (see Fig. 76). The CAY_ (vertical) boundaries shown for
each flying quality level were defined by correlations of data from
DiFranco (Ref. 44), Neal and Smith (Ref. 35), and the LAHOS study
(Ref. 34), and thus are not transformations of the MIL Spec CAP bound-
aries. It should be noted that while the definition of the levels vary
with flight category in the MIL Spec, they are apparently the same for
all categories in Ref. 43. The time delay boundaries are the same as
MIL-F-8785C, and are independent of CAP.
Figure 76 indicates the Shuttle OFT and ALT are Level 3 primarily
upon MIL Spec LOES _e values, and would be Level 2 based upon the NASA
Dryden Te boundaries (Fig. 75). Second, the Shuttle is in the Level 2
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e
CAP_ region not directly due to the use of CAP_ (in place of CAP), but
rather due to the redefinition of the lower boundary in Ref. 43 (i.e.,
Level 2 is 0.15 4 CAP_ _ 0.25; whereas in Fig. 74, Level 2 is 0.096
CAP _ 0.16). Third, the Ref. 43 CAP_ developments are based on the con-
ventional LOES model, and must be qualified for the Shuttle as noted
previously. However, the need to consider effective time delay in the
use of CAP seems clear.
e. The Bandwidth/Time Delay Criterion
A new criterion for highly augmented aircraft (Ref. 45) has been
developed for possible use in the new Military Standard planned to
replace MIL-F-8785C. This criterion is based on direct use of the HOS
8/0 c frequency response (Bode plot), and thus avoids the previously dis-
cussed problems related to LOES modeling and CAP. The criterion shown
in Fig. 77 defines flying qualities levels in the pitch attitude band-
width -- T plane. "Bandwidth" as used here is defined as the highest
P
frequency with at least a 6 dB gain margin, and at least a 45 deg phase
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as
The time delay parameter, _p, is defined on the HOS phase plot
Tp = I¢2_180 + 180 deg)/157.3 x 2_180) (51)
which approximates d¢/d_ near phase crossover (_180), and correlates
well with the Te from analytic LOES modeling.
Figure 77 compares the ALT, OFT, and four other aircraft to the crl-
terlon. The Shuttle and Fighters A and B are Level 2. The YF-17 and
YF-12 are borderline Levels I and 2; however, these latter polnts must
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be considered approximate since their time delays are based on con-
ventional LOES fits due to difficulty in applying Eq. 51 to aircraft
with little time delay.
A "build-up" of the OFT and ALT time delay contributions by compo-
nent is also shown in Fig. 77 based on the Eq. 7 approximation (which
gives a T slightly different than Tp from Eq. 51). Reduction of the
time delay increases bandwidth (by increasing phase margin); however, as
shown in Fig. 77, the effect for the Shuttle is small and it appears
that the Shuttle would not be Level 1 even with zero effective time
delay• This somewhat surprising result occurs because the phase angle
decrease due to time delay is small near the relatively low Shuttle
bandwidth frequency• This situation may be examined for the OFT using
the analytic LOES model, Eq. 8c, with zero time delay• Since _n A
1.5 see -l , the bandwidth of
e 1 _ • _Tq(l/Tq)
ec s s[
(52)
is _W = 1.5 sec -I (because _ = 45 deg there) which consistent with
Fig. 77, is well below the Level I minimum _W of 2.5 sec -I.
f. Time Delay Criterion for Class II
and III Aircraft
Large aircraft manufacturers have expressed dissatisfaction with the
Ref. 33 time delay criterion because it has evolved solely from flight
experimentation in the NT-33, and has not reflected large transport or
bomber aircraft• At the opposite extreme based solely on C-5 ground
based simulation, it is suggested in Ref. 46 that the LOES boundaries
should be
z < 0.4 Level 1
e
0.4 < ze < 0.6 Level 2
> 0.6 Level 3
e
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However, this is derived from an aircraft having a conventional mechani-
cal control system with significant cable stretch, vehicle flexure, etc.
In the previously cited Ref. 38 very large aircraft in-fllght simu-
lation it was suggested that the amount of time delay that can be tole-
rated in the commandpath is inversely related to the dynamic bandwidth
required to perform the task. For the very large aircraft investigated,
the closed-loop attitude bandwidth was about 1.5 tad/see (which is com-
parable to the Shuttle OFT in Fig. 77), and the associated time delay
boundaries suggested were
0.3 0.3
PR = 3.5; re = _BW 1.5 0.2 sec
0.4
PR = 6.5; re = _BW = 0.27 sec
0.65
PR = I0 ; re -- _BW = 0.43 sec
A Level 1 boundary of about this magnitude would be supported by
Ref. 47, in which the LOES time delay for the B-I in landing is given as
re = 0.158 sec, and the approach and landing handling is rated Level I.
Additional support can be obtained from the Ref. 48 conventional LOES
fits to the F-3 and F-4 configurations of Table 8, which result in _e'S
of 0.141 and 0.145 sec, respectively, but have Level I handling quality
ratings (see Fig. 71).
The idea of having allowable time delay inversely proportional to
task bandwidth is inherently appealing for a wide range of vehicles. A
plot of the Ref. 38 suggested boundaries of re vs. _BW is presented in
Fig. 78. It is immediately obvious that this criterion would allow much
less time delay for a fighter tracking task at, say, 5 rad/sec than for
a 1.5 to 2 rad/sec inner attitude loop closure in a transport aircraft
landing task.
If one associates low closed-loop bandwidth requirements with
"unstressed" tasks and vice-versa, then the trends of Fig. 78 are con-
sistent with the flight results of Ref. 49 obtained in a fighter
aircraft. The trends of Fig. 78 are also consistent with laboratory
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experiment results reported in Ref. II where, for a desired tracking
task closed-loop frequency, increasing re required increased lead gene-
ration on the part of the pilot (with attendant degradation in HQR) or
resulted in _c (with even stronger degradation in HQR).
Based upon the boundaries of Fig. 78, a time delay of I = 0.156 sec
for the Shuttle (Fig. 26), and the dominant closed-loop frequency of
2-2.5 rad/sec exhibited in the time traces of Figs. 50, 52, and 54, one
would anticipate a Level 2 flying quality rating for the landings of
STS-4, -5, and -6. The 4-4.2 rad/sec PIO exhibited in Fig. 56 would
forecast a near I0 rating for STS-7. Although HQR ratings are not
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available from these flights, such ratings would appear overly pessimis-
tic. Thus, additional research may be needed to properly place the
boundaries.
g. Supersonic Cruise Research
Vehicle Criterion
As a final comparison, Fig. 79 shows the terminal phase (landing)
pitch attitude response criterion developed for the Supersonic Cruise
Research Vehicle in Ref. 50. This criterion again involves the three
parameters: effective time delay, effective rise time, and response
overshoot/damplng. Fixed boundaries were suggested for time delay and
overshoot, e.g.,
LEVEL tl(sec) Aq2/Aql
1 0.12 0.30
2 0.17 0.60
3 0.21 0.85
Note that for a given overshoot (Aql), increasing Aq2 leads to degraded
flying quality rating, and hence provides a minimum damping ratio limit.
For a given Aq2 , increasing Aql leads to improved rating, and thus
favors larger initial overshoot. Based on the Shuttle STS-4 time
response of Fig. 26, the Shuttle would rate Level 1 on Aq2/Aql , but
Level 2 on t I.
The rise time boundaries of Ref. 50 were established as inversely
proportional to terminal speed so as to provide an upper and lower limit
on rise time, At. Based on the nominal landing speed of 195 kt for the
Shuttle, the effective rise time boundaries would be
0.026 < Level I < 0.608 sec
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Again from Fig. 26, the effective rise time is determined to be
0.544 see, and thus borderline Level I.
The Ref. 50 criterion was applied in the Ref. 51 simulation investi-
gation of very large aircraft flying qualities. Results indicated the
criterion may be overly restrictive for aircraft with rate command/
attitude hold augmentation. Figure 80 is a cross plot of the Ref. 50
time delay, tl, and rise time, At, boundaries based on the Ref. 51 land-
ing speeds. Parameter values for the four vehicle configurations are
identified by the various symbols. Open symbols reflect unaugmented
vehicle responses, and solid symbols reflect RCAH augmented vehicles.
Averaged flying quality ratings given to each configuration are next to
each symbol. Note that rise time boundaries appear overly restrictive
for both the unaugmented and augmented vehicles, and the time delay
boundaries appear inappropriate for the RCAH augmented vehicle. Time
delay boundaries suggested by Ref. 38 as previously noted would seem
much more appropriate.
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Time delay and rise time values for the Shuttle OFT STS-4 models are
also identified in Fig. 80. Based on the Ref. 51 configuration ratings,
Level i handling for the Shuttle would appear to be forecast.
h. Summar_
The preceding has shown that Shuttle-like superaugmented vehicles do
not fit in well with criteria from the Ref. 33 military flying quality
specification. The concept of lower order equivalent system (LOES)
modeling based on conventional aircraft dynamics as set forth in that
spec, is inappropriate for RCAH superaugmented vehicles. The same is
true for the various criteria (CAP, CAP', etc.) which relate to conven-
tional aerodynamics dominated dynamic response modes.
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Of the various effective time delay criteria reviewed, the one that
appears the most promising for future Shuttle craft is the task band-
width oriented Te criterion of Ref. 38. A modified version would appear
to be a good companion to the NLR or basic Shuttle time response bound-
aries discussed in the previous subsection.
B. FLYING QUALITIES CONSIDERATIONS RELATED
TO RESPONSE TO THE PILOT'S CONTROLLER
The previous review of flying quality specifications and criteria
has been oriented toward one particular type of augmented vehicle con-
figuration: the rate command/attltude hold (RCAH) system with a command
prefilter G i = constant. This has been necessary because the Shuttle
employs such a configuration. There appears to be little argument that
this type of control produces good flying qualities for up-and-away mis-
sion phases involving gross maneuvers, large attitude changes (as from
hypersonic entry to subsequent deceleration to subsonic flight), etc.
However, there is considerable controversy, and rightly so, as to whe-
ther other forms of augmentation or command filtering might be more
appropriate for the terminal glide and landing flare.
In this subsection we will address other forms of command prefilter-
ing which alter the effective vehicle low and mld-frequency responses.
We will also briefly review how the control manipulator itself might
influence pilot opinion and/or acceptance of different vehicle command
response dynamics.
I. CommAnd Filter (Ci)
a. Rate vs. Attitude Command -- Low Frequency
At this point we can address a current important issue in superaug-
mented FCS design, the low frequency 8/% characteristics; specifically,
the relative merits of rate command vs. attitude command mechanizations.
A recent TIFS in-fllght simulation study (Ref. 52) has focused renewed
attention on this issue. In that study several basic pitch rate super-
augmentation systems were simulated. The response to command was then
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varied in the test matrix by modifying the commandpath filter Gi. It
was found that significant improvements in pilot rating could be
achieved by implementing a commandpath washout filter (Fig. 81), which
created an attitude commandcharacteristic. From this study and other
experience, a widely held view has emerged that pitch rate commandsys-
tems may be acceptable and even desirable in up-and-away flight, but
attitude commandsystems maybe preferable for the flared landing task.
To examine this issue, it is useful to comparean "up-and-away" task
to the flared landing task as discussed above. In particular to compare
"beam" tracking (e.g., the shuttle shallow glide ball-bar path aid) with
the final flare. A generic pilot model adequate for glide slope track-
ing is shown in Fig. 82. (Strictly, the altitude quantity should be
replaced by beam deviation; however, perturbation altitude and altitude
rate are good approximations to beam deviation and rate). For beam
tracking, the deviation rate and attitude perturbation commands are all
constant in time and nominally zero, which presents the simplest possi-
ble command following task for the pilot. Furthermore, good displays of
_P K_s Kq(s+ I/Tq)
Gi (s)
Pilot's (s+l/Two) s
Control
Deflection
Command Path
Filter, Gi
Gi allows for additional
command shaping of mid
frequencies
Basic Superaugmented FCS
O_n , I/Tq > I/T82
q . K{I/Tq)
qc (0) [_ , o_n]
J
Figure 81. Superaugmented FCS with a Washout in
the Command Path Filter
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pitch attitude and/or beam deviation and rate are available from the
HUD. Thus, manual closure of inner attitude or deviation rate loops to
provide equalization for an outer beam deviation loop is quite feasible.
For instance, if the character of the pitch attitude response to stick
is a rate command system of fairly high bandwidth as shown in Fig. 83a,
and the pilot has adequate cues for attitude, he can close an inner
attitude loop of bandwidth, _c0, to create an attitude command charac-
teristic which provides proper equalization for the outer altitude loop
closure. That is, the open-loop h/0 c transfer function is "K/s-llke"
below I/T82 , and thus provides good gain and phase margin for closure of
the outer loop. The only limitation on task performance is then I/T02
(provided the aircraft attitude response has adequate bandwidth).
The situation is much more difficult for the flare maneuver. First,
the reference values or commands for altitude, vertical speed, and pitch
attitude nominally will no___!tbe zero or constant as in the beam tracking
case, but instead may be complex time varying functions for altitude and
possibly sink rate, and with pitch reference generated from the pilot's
internal programs for flare as implied in Fig. 31. Further, since these
references are programmed based on the pilot's perception of the vehicle
responses developed in his training (which in shuttle operations is
almost entirely in simulators), they may be somewhat inconsistent with
each other for application to the actual aircraft. Finally and most
importantly, the cues for altitude, sink rate, and pitch attitude will
generally not be as good as in the beam tracking case since appropriate
references will probably not be available. Specifically for the shut-
tle, neither the ball-bar or HUD provides flare references or guidance.
Thus for flared landings in general, and for the shuttle landing in par-
ticular, closure of inner sink rate or attitude loops to provide equali-
zation for the outer loop altitude closure will be more difficult than
in beam tracking. However, the importance of the altitude loop in the
flare is much greater than in the shallow glide, i.e., the consequence
of a nonzero beam deviation at the end of the shallow glide slope is not
as significant as an altitude error at touchdown.
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The effect of pitch dynamics on closure of the altitude loop in
flare without inner pitch loop closure is summarized in Fig. 84 for an
ideal rate command system, and an ideal attitude command system. With a
rate command system, the effective controlled element transfer function
for the altitude closure is K/s 2 below I/T82 , and as noted previously,
this elicits pulse type control of attitude. Generation of low fre-
quency lead, i.e., below I/T82 , to improve the phase margin requires
rapid control pulsing, and is associated with a very high workload task.
Again a high value of I/T82 would help somewhat• However, if the pitch
response has an attitude command characteristic the situation, as shown
in Fig. 84b, is much improved since the h/% transfer function is K/s-
llke below I/T82; yielding proportional control with phase margins
approaching 90 deg. Thus, it appears that pilot's preference for atti-
tude command characteristics over rate command characteristics in the
flare, such as in the Ref. 52 study, can be explained in part by the
advantage of attitude command for closed-loop altitude control without
an inner pitch attitude loop closure.
b. Mid-Frequengy Considerations
For superaugmented aircraft, unconventional characteristics at mid-
dle frequencies may have an important influence on path flying quali-
ties. As noted in Section II, a basic superaugmented design (G i =
constant) llke the shuttle will have a rate command (e/6p & K/s) charac-
teristic out to essentially the dominant pitch mode frequency _ and
will have little pitch rate overshoot. There also will be an associated
reduction in the =/6p and y/6p bandwldths in the mld-frequency range
(see Fig. 20). It should be noted that this effect will occur resard-
less of the low frequency (_ < I/T e2) command path filter characteris-
tics.
The characteristics of the basic superaugmented attitude and path
response to stick may be modified in the mld-frequency band by the use
of a lead-lag command path filter (Fig. 85). The path-to-stlck band-
width may be increased by moving the I/T82 breakpoint to lower frequen-
cles, and if it is set to I/T82 = -Zw, the mid-frequency characteristics
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of the y/6p (or h/_p) response will be "pseudo"-conventional as in
This reflects a potential increase in the y/6p (or h/_)Fig. 86a.
bandwidth; however, the e/6p response is also made more "conventional"
by creating an "attitude command" response in the I/Te2 - _ shelf.
This results in much more pitch overshoot in the initial response
(Fig. 86b) to a pulse stick input, and therefore "quickens" the path
response.
Such filters have been studied in two TIFS in-flight simulation pro-
grams, Refs. 37 and 52, with conflicting results. The Ref. 37 study
indicated improved pilot ratings as I/Te2 was increased (more shuttle-
like) while the Ref. 52 study indicated an opposite trend. There are
several factors which may contribute to this conflict. First, if the
pilot is attempting to accomplish an exponential flare (as observed in
some of the shuttle landings) the large pitch overshoot and dropback
response to _ulse inputs could lead to oscillatory pitch attitude con-
trol. This could make the exponential flare much more difficult to per-
form. Recall that in the exponential flare, it was determined that the
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pilot controlled attitude to asymptotically approach 8 deg as altitude
asymptotically approached zero. A large 8 overshoot response would also
make control inputs more critical near touchdown due to the vehicle
landing gear being far aft of the center of rotation.
On the other hand, the "psuedo-conventional" configuration may
elicit smoother (less pulsive) pilot inputs and thus smoother attitude
control. If the task involved control to the shallow glide, where y or
errors are readily discernable, then the extended K/s region afforded
by the "pseudo-conventional" also would be beneficial. Or if the land-
ing flare were to be accomplished by a precognitive pulse input (again
as observed in the Shuttle) the pseudo conventional configuration would
result in a more rapid arrestment of sink rate.
Thus, arguments can be made for either command filter configuration.
Unfortunately, for a single control point (e.g., elevator) aircraft the
attitude and path responses cannot be changed independently and the
designer is forced to make a tradeoff between pitch attitude and path
response characteristics. However, for a two control point aircraft
(i.e., an aircraft with a direct lift capability) independent feedbacks
to the pitch control surface and the DLC surface could in theory be
coordinated to effectively augment the superaugmented heave mode (i.e.,
augment Zw) such that near ideal pitch and path characteristics could be
achieved simultaneously.
There are considerable complications attendant to adding a second
independent control surface (a "pop out" canard has been suggested for
the Shuttle). Beyond the issues of weight, cost, and structure, there
are flight control issues such as increased gust sensitivity if the
heave mode frequency is raised. Thus, it is more than just an academic
issue to know whether the attitude response or path bandwidth is the
most important flying qualities issue in the mid-frequency range. These
issues should be addressed in an appropriately designed simulation
study.
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2. Nantpulator Considerations
In relating the Shuttle landing task and control response to results
of other investigations, yet another aspect of the total system nmst be
taken into account. This involves the manipulator (stick) input device
contribution to the effective vehicle dynamics, and interaction with the
human operator. For example, with an attitude command system, a flare
strategy calling for a step attitude change requires a step manipulator
displacement, and a ramp attitude change requires a proportional ramp
manipulator displacement. With a rate command system, we have observed
in the Shuttle flight traces that a ramp attitude change requires step
manipulator input, and a step attitude change requires a manipulator
pulse. Thus, manipulator activity is intimately tied to the augmenta-
tion configuration and vice versa. The interaction is further tied to
the control task being performed, the control bandwidth and precision
required, and human operator anthropometrlc and neuromuscular considera-
tions.
For example, control over a rate command/attitude hold (RCAH) type
system is most appropriate with a sidestick or similar wrist actuated
manipulator. The smaller muscle systems involved in wrist movement are
well suited to precise, rapid pulslve control. On the other hand, the
wrist has quite limited fore and aft deflection freedom, and is not well
suited to holding control displacement or force for extended time
periods. A conventional center stick or control column is inappropriate
for RCAH type systems because control inputs involve the larger muscle
groups of the arm. These introduce larger neuromuscular latencles and
are inappropriate for small precise pulsive activity. Also these manip-
ulators generally entail high control system centering and breakout
forces, which together with the arm llmitatlons, further mitigate
against small precise pulslve control.
For control over an attitude command/attitude hold (ACAH) system, a
conventional centerstick or control column is most appropriate. Here
the arm anthropometry is well suited to large displacements which might
be involved with large attitude changes such as the Shuttle preflare
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pullup and final flare, whereas the wrist joint might lock. Further,
arm joint displacement and muscle tension receptors then provide valu-
able cues to the pilot concerning vehicle attitude, surface effective-
ness, and/or energy conditions. While such cues would also be available
from wrist action with a sidestick, limited wrist motion is just not
compatible with maneuvering which requires large attitude changes.
In view of the above, it is important to note that the Refs. 52 and
53 TIFS in-fllght simulation investigations of superaugmented vehicle
dynamics (RCAH, ACAH, and "pseudo" conventional stick filter) in landing
were accomplished with a conventional center control column configura-
tion wherein the pilot controls pitch and roll with his left hand/arm,
and throttle with his right hand/arm. Thus, this manipulator configura-
tion may have biased the results to favoring the ACAH system. By con-
trast, the Ref. 37 investigation of similar dynamics configurations in
the TIFS employed the NLR sidestick manipulator, and the RCAH system was
found to be quite acceptable. Furthermore, the Shuttle manipulator was
shown in Ref. 1 to have considerably lower breakout force and command
gradient when compared to conventional aircraft sidestlcks. The Shuttle
manipulator also has the pitch pivot near the top of the hand palm
whereas conventional sidesticks have the pivot below the hand. These
differences would favor pulse type inputs and may contribute signifi-
cantly to the acceptability of RCAH for the Shuttle. And finally, the
manufacturers of the Airbus A-320 transport aircraft in citing their
selection of a sidestick controller stated in Ref. 54: "Large movements
of the control column are no longer needed when the aircraft is equipped
with FBW controls. This is why we are looking into the possibility of
using the sidestick, which is designed to interface with just the kind
of flight control we plan to have in the A-320." The sidestick configu-
ration has subsequently been selected for production.
3. Trai-_og Effects
Adverse pilot opinion of RCAH in landing has been noted for many
years; however, a "training effect" has also often been observed in
which pilot opinion may improve markedly with continued exposure to
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RCAH, Ref. 55. Evidence of this training effect is implied in the
recent comparison of the shuttle FCS to more "conventional" alternatives
for landing on the Ames VMS simulator Ref. 7. The two groups of pilots
who flew the various simulator configurations -- test pilots with pri-
marily conventional aircraft experience vs. shuttle pilots -- had
distinctly different preferences. The "conventional" test pilots gener-
ally preferred the more conventional alternatives while the shuttle
pilots preferred the existing shuttle RCAH system with which they had
extensive experience. Further circumstantial evidence of learning
effects comes from the shuttle flight experience.
Accounting for such learning effects in an in-fllght simulation
study is difficult because of the limited exposures per test subject (a
coordinated ground simulation effort might provide additional exposure
at reasonable cost). Further the flying qualities rating procedures
usually used have a "good/bad" dimension, but no distinct
"conventional/unconventlonal" dimension; and thus may be "culturally
biased" toward the aircraft characteristic the pilot is most familiar
with. Indeed pilot commentary in Refs. 52 or 53 report indicates
assessments might change if, "I could make four or five landings to get
used to it."
C. PATH RESPONSE CRITERIA
The previous sections have focused primarily on pitch attitude
response to controller inputs with vehicle e.g. path response related to
attitude change by the time constant T 82. Although pilot location is
not normally considered to be a handling quality concern, the influence
of pilot location on the effective altitude control high frequency zeros
(which is of most interest for approach and landing) was noted in the
pilot/vehlcle analysis of Section II where, for the Shuttle configura-
tion, a non-mlnlmum phase zero results in an initial response reversal
in which the pilot will go down before going up. This has been nicely
demonstrated in the Ref. 38 "million pound airplane" in-fllght simula-
tion study which provides some of the best available data concerning
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pilot/ICR location effects on the Shuttle. The configurations of inter-
est are the three airframes (long aft tail, short aft tail, and canard)
with the "high Kq" pitch rate system. These configurations all had
essentially the same pitch attitude response. The primary difference
was in the airframe Z6e values and therefore in ICR location. The
effective pilot location was then further varied with respect to the ICR
for each airframe configuration.
Figure 87 shows represenative nzp and hp time responses for the
short aft tall configuration at those pilot locations. The A_ = -I0 ft
approximates the Shuttle case, and demonstrates the response reversal
due to the non-minimum phase zero. The figure also indicates the sensi-
tivity of the response to moving the pilot forward (or the ICR aft).
Figure 88 shows Cooper-Harper pilot rating (CHPR) obtained in the
Ref. 38 flight test plotted against the pilot loeatlon relative to the
ICR. While there are some large rating variations for several of the
configurations, there does seem to be a definite degradation of pilot
rating for the two short aft tall configurations in which the pilot was
less than I0 ft ahead of the ICR.
The fact that the short aft tall configuration with AAp = 50 ft is
consistent in CHPR ratings with the canard and long aft tall configura-
tions indicates that it is pilot location with respect to the ICR rather
than instantaneous center location per se that is relevant to path con-
trol problems.
The shuttle crews are keenly aware of the ICR, their location rela-
tive to it, and the time delay in seeing a path response change to their
control inputs (Refs. 23 and 56). Control over the ICR location is best
accomplished by providing a second control surface which can be operated
independently or in conjunction with the pitch control surface. As the
Ref. 38 investigation, this generally involves separate aft or canard
surfaces.
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SECTION V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND EEMNDATIONS
A. SUMMARY
The purpose of this program has been to assess the suitability of
existing and proposed flying quality and flight control system criteria
for application to the Space Shuttle, to help define optimum use of
flight data in the development of flying quality criteria, and to assist
the development of experiments for flying qualities and flight control
systems design criteria for future shuttlecraft.
In summarizing the results of the four part study, this report
started with the development of a simplified dynamic model of the Shut-
tle which shows its longitudinal characteristics to be significantly
different from conventional aircraft -- the Shuttle is classified as a
superaugmented aircraft. The Shuttle response dynamics are dominated by
FCS centered parameters and with only two aerodynamic derivatives (M_e
and Zw) having significant influence; all other aerodynamic coefficients
and parameters being "swamped" by the closed-loop augmentation system.
In the simplified, superaugmented vehicle dynamic model, two closed-
loop parameters are key to pitch response characteristics of concern,
i.e., rise time, overshoot, and settling time. These two parameters are
the numerator time constant, Tq (which arises from the proportional plus
integral feedback of pitch rate), and the closed-loop bandwidth, _c"
The latter is, in turn, a function of the loop gain KqM6e. One addi-
tional parameter of importance is the effective time delay, T, which
results from computational throughput delays and the collective phase
lag contribution of all filters, actuators, and dynamic modes at fre-
quencies above _c"
Pitch frequency domain dynamic models extracted from flight data
covering the approach and landing phase were then shown to closely match
the theoretical model. This is taken as validation of both the simpli-
fied superaugmentatlon model approach and the non-lntrusive fast Fourier
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transform spectral analysis technique implemented in the (STI) FREDA
program.
Attention was then turned to identification, again via non-intruslve
methods, of the loop closure and control strategy employed by the STS
crews in the preflare, shallow glide, and final flare segments of land-
ing. The approach centered upon identification of path locl characte-
ristics in the H, H phase plane from preflare through touchdown sup-
ported by time traces of pilot manipulator inputs and resulting vehicle
perturbation responses.
Results indicate two basic flare strategies dominated the landings
through STS-7: 1) a precognitive step 8, or 2) an exponential h ~ h or
8. For the Shuttle, both require precise control of the inner, 8 loop
to achieve the desired path control. There is some evidence (due to
near PIO situations) that the pilots may be pushing the pitch response
bandwidth limits.
Landing performance metrics show remarkably consistent touchdown
values for sink rate, forward velocity, and distance from threshold.
This despite widely varying conditions at the beginning of shallow glide
and/or flare initiation. The one exception occurred when the pilot
apparently had insufficient time to adapt to the vehicle dynamics and
control task. The flight traces indicate adaptlon times of approxi-
mately 15-20 sec before settling into the control task. This adaptlon
time should be recognized for any emergency takeover situations.
The shallow glide and touchdown performance tended to get more con-
sistent as path visual aids (ground and HUD) provided more reference
information. But, all landings met or exceeded desired touchdown per-
formance criteria regardless of visual aids. Thus based upon task per-
formance and a strict interpretation of the Cooper-Harper scale,* the
overall vehicle flying qualities would appear to be no worse than a 4
(Level 2). Admittedly the pilots have all been exceptionally well
*4 = desired performance requiring moderate pilot compensation.
5 = adequate performance requiring considerable pilot compensation.
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trained in the task. But again, in all cases examined here, this was
the pilot's first landing in the real vehicle; all previous landings
have been accomplished in simulators.
Comparison between key Shuttle longitudinal parameters and various
existing or proposed flying quality criteria and design guides showed
that most of these criteria developed on the basis of conventional
fighter type aircraft are not appropriate for large superaugmentedair-
craft configurations. For superaugmented shuttlecraft, pitch response
parameters and criteria investigated and proposed specifically for
superaugmented-llke Class II and III vehicles appear most applicable,
i.e., NLR pitch rate response boundaries coupled with a task oriented
effective time delay (Te ~ I/_c). However, much remains to be resolved
regarding path control of superaugmentedvehicles. The biggest question
revolves around the type of response desired for landing flare and how
best to achieve it, i.e., RCAHvs. ACAHvs. separate path control.
Based upon results reviewed in this study, dynamic analysis, etc., no
specific conclusions can be reached except that more research is needed
in which the total pilot/dlsplay/manlpulator/effectlve vehlcle/task
interaction is considered. Prior experiments all seem to have over-
looked or compromisedone or more elements of this total system.
B. CONCLUSIONS
Specific lessons learned from the current Shuttle as design guides
for future shuttlecraft flying qualities:
Pitch rate response boundaries -- NLR boundaries
most appropriate.
Pitch rate bandwidth -- present 1.5 to 2 rad/sec
is marginal at best and should be increased.
Effective time delay -- present 0.15 see is
excessive and should be reduced compatible with
pitch control task bandwidth.
Path time constant -- present 2 sec is marginal
at best and should be reduced.
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Effective vehicle dynamics in flare -- RCAHvs.
ACAHstill to be resolved.
Manipulator -- design characteristics should be
tailored to effective vehicle dynamics and con-
trol tasks (this undoubtedly will result in
tradeoffs between orbital, entry, and landing
control tasks).
ICR location with respect to Pilot -- ICR should
be located to minimize path modeapparent rever-
sal or time lag response to flare commands.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
Current Shuttle dynamic response and flying qual-
ity parameter values collectively be considered
minimum levels for future shuttlecraft.
A series of carefully designed experiments be
undertaken to identify and quantify interactive
design guides and criteria between:
manipulator design characteristics and effec-
tive vehicle dynamics configurations (includ-
ing command filter)
-- various methods of transitioning betwen RCAH
and ACAH for final approach and flare.
-- ACAH and RCAH with DLC in flare.
Task hodograph and FREDA analysis techniques be
applied in future simulations of Shuttle control
tasks to verify and/or identify vehicle dynamic
task characteristics and pilot strategy for com-
parison with actual vehicle and landing task.
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pilot control strategy, and approach and landing performance metrics; and
preparation of an OEX approach to produce a data archive and optimize use of
the data to develop flying qualities criteria for future space Shuttle craft
in general.
This report concentrates on analytic modeling of the Orbiter unconventional
closed-loop dynamics in landing, modeling pilot control strategies, verifica-
tion of vehicle dynamics and pilot control strategy from flight data, review
of various existent or proposed aircraft flying quality parameters and criteria
in comparison with the unique dynamic characteristics and control aspects of the
Shuttle in landing; and finally a summary of conclusions and recommendations for
developing flying quality criteria and design guides for future Shuttle craft.
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